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May 03,v 1945.

* My dear Mr . Clanin!

In response to your request of May 16,v 1945,1

*I ~enolose a list off the, Delegates to the United

Nations Conferwene on International Organization"

showing their respective countries,

Sincerely yoursl,

lkr th Secretary General:

T,.T, Mc~rosky
Information Officer

List -of Delegates.

Mr. Jack OClan'in,

65ANorth 22nd Street,

Viv~iwaulwe e Wisconsin.

IS: IocrU:BITTNER,:JiHM

L



N,

May 22,0 '104,5

I acknowledge the receipt of' your letter of

May 17,0 1945, submitting your suggestion for a

United fl'tione flag.

Should a comm~ittee be appointed at San Franciscoo

to consider the adoption of a flag, your suggestion

will be referred to It for, attention.

Please be assured that your interest in the

matter Is a~ppreciated.,
Siortyyus

For 'the Secretary General:

T. T. McCrosky
Information Officer

Miss Margaret Obryst,#

1eo0 Fernwood Drive,#

Oaklandj, California.

IIS :I OCUJ:.ITTNER, :SGT
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United Nations Conference of
Int-ernational Organization,

San Francisco,

California.

My dear sirs:--

May 17th., 1945

May I suggest for your consideration as a flag for the

UNITED NATLIONS --

the employment of four colors to symbolize the Four'

Freedoms-- a stripe for each of the forty-nine charter

members-- stripes to be added a/additional nations are

accepted into t1e Union.

Respectfull'y submitted,

Margaret ghryst

160Fernwood Drive

Oakland, California
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fty 22, 1945o

Itty doar Wre Chr14topher:*

You~r two letters of May 4v 109450 with.elore
one caddressed to A.r, Stettinitis and one to Rr.* fothwefll,
have been re~ferred to me, Your courtesy in bringing,
your views to thle attention. a?,7 the' Conference is appree

You areo of colurse aware thpat the Primary purpose
of the Son -rapalzoo Conference Is to formulate th,,e
best possiý,ble olharter for an inýternational organiza.
tion to maintain pesos and s-ecurity for all people
of the world regardless of race, color,, creed or sex,
It will devote its energies and Its labors exclunivemly
tthis one task and problems relatling to the internal

or external relationships of" any one nation or of any
one people~ will not be inclu~ded on the ageinda. of the

I feel confident youi will underst-and the desira-
bility of adheoring to this policy in the interest of
early apgreemen-t On the text o-f the0 charter.

AlIGer Rises

Lr outs 0. Christopher.,
Genenal Chairmaný, I

Serb TWlationat Fotdorations,
3414 Af1th Avenue,

Q fttsburgh,2 Pennylana

:SGT

j1�
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YoI wo letter nof7 4, 05 O94$ wiha
o f drse to 'r$teIttinUs a ono to MN. 11-otA1

have bAm referred to moo, Ybnr cuts nb gn
yoiur iA= to the attention op the Centreoa0 is

IYou a son op wa 00.0 ttet the Pztt7 tpvroae
of the Son Asnanmoio OConfrance In to formulteI theo
best possible charter for eaitrtoaloani
ties to maintain toaWdscft for all peolple
of tho world rerardlesa of reape color,, creed or sex,,
it will WeOte At energies end Ita labors ezol~eivly
to this Ooe tosk and prob'r relating to the internal
or eztarmal rolntionshipz 01 any one nation wr o0 any
one people will not be luded on heagenda' of the

I fool confident you Aill Understcnd th desirma-
bility of Wadheing to this polio4 In the interest Of
early agreenent or thn test of U0 harter,

$isaer lge y Irs

SurW National Aedratiob,

xsdocxnsx
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TELEPHONE: MAYFLOWER SE00 MEMBER NATIONAL FRATERNAL CONGRESS

LARGEST AMERICAN SERBIAN FRATERNAL AND BENEFICIAL ORGANIZATION

34-14 FIFTH AVENUE

PUIBLISHERS OF

IT=nzAxxsANS~oB
LARGEST SERBIAN DAILY NEWSPAPER

IN AMERICA

OA'0 FEIEo

L0-C CH R I STrOPHER

N ATINAL SSISN

P RO0PO0SE D
To The

D U N1 B A R T C

A M E N D M E N T S

)N O AK S

1) For the Preamble of the United Nations Charter, we sup-
port the amendment proposed by Field Marshal, Jan C.Smuts,
Chief of Delegation of the Union of South Africa, with the
following addition in the paragraph two (II):

-------- to reestablish faith in fundamental human rights
BY PROTECTING THE RIGHTS OF ALL PEOPLES TO CHOOSE THE
FORM OF GOVERNMENT UNDER WHICH THEY WKILL LIVE AND BY
RESTORING SOVERIGN RIGHTS AND SELF-GOVERNMENT TO THOSE
PEOPLE WHO HAVE BEEN FORCEFULLY DEPRIVED OF THEM BY
THE AGGRESSOR NATIONS; TO ESTABLISH FAITH in sanctity
and ultimate value of human personality, In the equal

rights of men and women and of nations large and small------_

2)1 In chapter eight (VIII), paragraph one (I) of the pro-
posal, the following sentence proposed: SITUATION AND DISPUTE
ARISING OUT OF VIOLATION OF PRINCjIPLES IN THE PREAMB1_1LE BY A
STATE ARE NOT CONSIDERED AS SOLELY WITHIN THE DOMESTIC JURIS-
DICTION OF THE STATE CONCERED.

The proposed amendments are in capitalt-t~peI%,ý/

?.IAN EASTER.N/ORTHODOX DIOCESE
FOR UNITED TATES AND CANADA,

SERB NATIONAL FEDERATION
AND

SERBIAN CULTURAL ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA



TELEPHONE:

L. C_ CH-
NAT7ION

MAYFLOWER 6600 MEMBER NATIONAL FRATERNAL CONGRESS

LARGEST AMERICAN SERBIAN FRATERNAL AND BENEFICIAL ORGANIZATION

34-14 FIFTH AVENUE

PUBLISHERS OF

LARGEST SERBIAN DAILYNEWSPAPrR

IN AMERICA

RI Si- PH ER May 4th,
AL PRESIET 1572 9 4 5.

M'Ir. C.EastmgpR wl
The "Tnternati onal Secretariat,
UNCIO, Veterans Building,
San Francisco, Calif.

Dear Sir:

We," the American citizens of Serbian descent have
the honor to submit to the United Nations Conference on Int-
ernational Organization the herein enclosed amendments to
the pKRR5pod Dub, ffor theR esVl'
Mtefrn~ational rgani zatio-n.*

We consider that the Drinci les of the Atlantic
Charter for human rights shoulT e eM

6T'ý ne w* ýn 7MInhCi. 0Organization, 'aiadtht this statute
should provide for their protection and respect.

Those principles should become guidance in the future
international law. TheitD application should be a matter of
obligation for all United Na-tions and not the matter for do-
mestic jurisdiction of a particular member of the United Na-
tions.

The violation of the fundamental rights of all peo-
ples to choose the form of government under which they will
live must undoubtedly lead to the establishment of a totalit-
arian regime, which with all its implications, such as the
abolition of personal and political rights and liberties with
the same consequences as they were practiced in those totalit-
arian states against which the United Nations waged this long
and exhausting war. The violation of these basic rights and
principles are bound to spread beyond the frontiers of the
member who committed such violation. It is bound to arfect
other members and imperil the entire structure oi the Inter-
national organization of peace.

Consequently, the respect of these fundamental rights
and principles should be a concern of all the United Nations,
and such, embodied in the propose rter.

Enclosure :1.

General Chairman.
In San Francisco,
HOTEL GOVERNOR.



LOUIS C. CHRISTOPHER
NATIONAL PRESIDENT

SERB NATIONAL FEDERATION
PUBLISHERS OF

AMERICAN SROOSSAN

3414 FIFTH AVENUE
TEL. MAYFLOWER 6600

PITTSBU-RCN 1I3, PA.



APR 3 U 1945

A M EMO0R AN D UM

To the Chairman of' the Steering Committee

UNCIO

SECRETARY OF STATE, U.S.A.

EDWARD R. STETTINIUS, JR.

San Francisco

In behalf of this great country, you and. the d~ele-
gates to this historic conference have accepted full respon-
sibility for the restoration of libertles and. freedom to all
enslaved peoples, and for America' s participation in the
future moulding of' a better world based on democratic prin-
ciples and a just peace for all nations, with freedom to all
peoples.

We are confident that the fruit of' your labors will
be jubilantly greeted by all subjugated peoples of Europe,
and. particularly the Serbians, who place their greatest con-
fid~ence in this conference. They again direct all their
hopes and prayers toward our shores f'or Lull restoration of'
their lost liberties.

As representatives of Americans of' Serbian descent,
and as the only free people of' that race, for whom it is pos-
sible to freely express the grave realities confronting the
Serbian nation in the future construction of a better world,
we are fully conscious of that sacred duty and responsibility.
As spokesmen in their behalf', we turn to you and this confer-
ence. Upon our shoulders rests the great responsibility,,
whether over 8,000,000 enslaved Serbs will again have their
freedom to live as free men, to workship their Creator accord-
ing to their belief, and to share fully in the great promise
held out to enslaved nations, in the noble provisions of' the
Atlantic Charter and the Yalta Conference, to-wit:

"The establishment of order in Europe
and the rebuilding of national economic life
must be achieved by processes which will enable
the liberated peoples to destroy the last vestiges
of' Nazism and Fascism and to create democratic
institutions of their own choice. This is a
principle of the Atlantic Charter--- the right
of all peoples to choose the form of-government
under which they will live--- the restoration
of' sovereign rights and self-government to those
peoples who have been forcibly 'deprived of' them
by the aggressor nations.



"To foster the conditions in which the
liberated peoples may exercise these rights,
the three governments will jointly assist
the people in any European liberated state
or former Axis satellite state in Europe
where, in their judgment, conditions require
(a) to establish conditions of internal peace;
(b) to carry out emergency measures for the
relief of distressed peoples; (c) to form
interim governmental authorities broadly
representative of all democratic elements in
the population and pledged to the earliest
possible establishment through free elections
of gover~nments responsive to the will of the
people; and (d) to facilitate where necessary
the holding of such elections."4

In accord with the above provisions, please permitý
us to refer certain facts to you, facts which millions of
Serbs in Yugoslavia, and. in exile, are unable to submit.
We are fully confident you will give these facts their due
consideration.

The present affairs in Yugoslavia are tyrannically
administered by agencies of Marshal Joseph (Tito) Broz, not
in conformity with democratic principles nor with the will
of the democratic Serbian people. The present administra-
tion is partisan (one party rule). If it is permitted to
continue to function in Its present state only those in the
good graces of Marshal Ti~to will be allowed to enter into
the mock democratic government. According to all indica-
tions, it will remain dictatorial because it does and will
exclude from participation all other represefttatives who
are not co-believers in the partisan-communist movement of
Joseph (Tito) iBroz, It excludes from it the Serbs of the
National Democratic Committee, followers of General Draza
Mihailovich, the self same peoples who revolted March 27,
1941 against the signature of the Tripartie Pact -- and
chose to fight against the Axis.

In his terroristic government, Tito has set up a
court of his own selection for the extermination of all
political,, enemies and the execution of all intellectuals
of the Serbian nation. They are left with no alternative
but either to join the partisan-commnunist movement and
eventually face execution, or remain in exile in destitu-
tion. Meanwhile, their families in the homeland face
the same fate in retaliation. It is an anti-Serbian
government because it is not only maliciously falsifying
the just struggle of the Serbian nation, destroying the
traditional Serbian ideals, dissecting the Serbian nation
and dividing the country (wherein Serbs comprise the
majority) into independent states and placing the same
under the control of the common enemies, but in addition,
is razing the very foundation upon which the Serbian nation
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was founded, demolishing the economic life of Serbian
peasantry and changing the very basis of Serbian culture.
It is also anti-national because it Is subjugating the
sacred national interests under the interests of a certain
international organization, whose orders it obeys.

Mr. Chairman, with the dawn of freedom in sight
for all small enslaved nations, the Serbian people, who paid
so dearly for their independence, cannot arnd will not now
accept mock~ liberation. It is now being forced upon them as
such at the cost of nearly two million lives, as well as its
honor, tradition, culture and religious structure, by those
who have done the least to build, preserve and protect it.

The Tito-Subasich Government and its representa-
tives, at this historic conference, fail utterly as guaran-
tors of faithful and just fulfillment of the provisions of
the Atlantic Charter for the following reasons:

(a) Because it has ascended to power and rule
over the land by means of terror, and means contrary
to democratic principles and the will of the people;

(b) Because the promise of freed.om of speech,
press and religion is guaranteed only through a single-
party organization and "to be exercised through the
organization." This is undemocratic control and a
communistic technique which will forcefully enslave
the democratic peoples of Yugoslavia;

(c) Because the Tito-Subasich Government has
usur~ed all powers and has set itself up as a court,
judge and jury in determining national policy, war
guilt and collaborationism, without the will and
sanction of the people. It has proclaimed the
national hero and the undisputed leader of the
Serbian people, General Draza Mihailovich, a traitor.
At present, it is sentencing and executing all those
who have collaborated with General Mihailovich against
the Germans and enemy invaders. It is executing all
Chetniks and their sympathizers which, in reality,
means the extermination of practically the entire
Serbian populace;

(d) Because the Tito-Subasich Government has
forcefully ordered all Yugoslav citizens, soldiers,
officials and diplomats In exile to return and submit
to its rule, a rule not of their choice. Their return
means either submission or execution;

Ce) Because over 150,000 Yugoslav war prisoners,
practically all Serbians who fought on the side of the
Allies, will be forced to return to their homeland and
compelled to submit to a rulership not of their choice;

(f) Because only such Serbians of communistic
beliefs, who comprise a small minority, or those who
for self-salvation, and through terror, had to accept
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forceful servitude to this undemocratic regime, are
Included In the Tito-Subasich Government and are
included in the delegation of the San Francisco
Conference, and will be included in the interim
parliament;

(g) Because partisan (one-party) governmental
control Is poisonous seed for continuous battles and
disorders in the country, which the ruling government
with Tito at its head will endeavor to quell with
power and force. This will mean killing, persecution
and-extermination of all those not in agreement with
his ideals and political program. In that event, a
similar fate awaits those Serbians who, on March 27,
19~41, by their action declareqd Yugoslavia on the side
of western democracies, who fought under and remained
loyal to General Draza MIhailovich;

(h) Because all those who do not share political
convictions of the partisan-communist movement of Marshal
Tito and Subasich--as demonstrated by the hand-picked
delegates to the San Francisco Conference--will be
barred from participating In the future and destiny of
their country and its people;

(i) Because all who justly will ask for punish-
ment of criminals who caused the massacre of over 800,000
innocent Serbian people In Croatia, mostly by the co-
patriots of Croats, Marshal Joseph (Tito) Broz and Dr.
Ivan Subasich, will be barred from participation in the
government; moreover from participation in this Conference,
aimed at the solution of the casus belli of the world,
including our country;

(j) Because in thle very organization of AVNOY
(the official party of Tito-Subasich) and in the
partisan leadership are to be found persons who will
enter the future parliament and government, who have
committed atrocities against the Serbian people, as in
the case of the former Ustashi chieftain, Suleman
Filipovich, and others;

(k) Because Marshal Tito, at the expense of the
Serbian populace is carrying on conferences with Bulgaria
for' confederation which, in reality, is the annulment of
the armistice terms between Bulgaria and the Allies.
The creation of an independent Macedonia, under Bulgaria's
sphere of influence, annuls the terms of Allied armis-
tice, whereby Bulgaria is to renounce all confiscated
territories and pay war indemnity caused by destruction
and occupation;

(1) Because-the Tito-Subasich partisan-communis-
tic-Croat rulership is dismembering Old Serbia and
Mao.edonia, from where the Bulgarians have expelled over
120,000 Serbians, as well as all Serbian Eastern Orthodox
Bishops, and clergy who succeeded in escaping massacre.
This is cited In the Carnegie Institute publication
"TAxis Rule in Occupied Europe.1' Through such pacts and
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combinations, religious freedom becomes a sham and
the Serbian Eastern Orthodox Church again becomes a
victim of collaborators of Nazism;

(in) Because criminals, who committed crimes
against the innocent Serbian women, children, the aged
and the clergy, in Croatia and other parts of Yugo-
slavia, have not been brought before the proper tribunal
for their atrocities and war guilt, but have found a
haven in the ranks of partisan-communists to continue,
by official sanction~, the final extermination of the
Serbian people. These criminals now form the backbone,
strength and mass support of the Tito Subasich G-overn-
ment.

Mr. Chairman, the undemocratic and terroristic
process of the administration of affairs in Yugoslavia under
the Tito-Subasich Government, as well as the process of
setting up the interim government of their own choice which
would mould a state of their ideals--without the will of the
people--is in total violation of justice and all moral and
human freedom.

We plead with you, Mr. Chairman, that all the terms
and benefits provided in the Atlantic Charter and the Yalta
Conference--and all the hopes and ideals commensurate with
this great conclave of nations for permanent peace--be
applied to Yugoslavia, and to the Serbian people. The
Serbian people who voluntarily entered this war for the
furtherance of the very ideals on which the historic docu-
ment and the historic conference are based, and which have
given a new hope to humanity.

THE SERBIAN PEOPLE OF YUGOSLAVIA ACCEPTED THE
PROMISES OF ITS ALLIES, THE WESTERN DEMIOCRACIES, AS SIN-
CERELY SPOKEN AND GIVEN PLEDGES, THAT THEIR FRLEEDOM WILL
BE RESTORED. THEY JUSTLY HOLD AMERICA AND THE OTHER ALLIED
NATIONS3 RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR FULFILLMENT BEFORE GOD AND
THE NATIONS, WHICH CAN BE ATTAINED ONLY THROUGH THE FOLLOW-
IING:

1. THAT AN INTER-ALLIED COMjMISSION BE URGENTLY
ESTABLISHE.D OR DELEGATED TO BELGRADE, WHICH WILL, WITH THE
REGENCY APPOINTED, BRING A DECISION ON THE CREATION AND
COMPOSITION OF THE INTERIM GOVEBNMIE1NT AND TEMPORARY PAR-
LIAMENT, REPRESENTATIVE OF THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE AND BASED
UPON THE DEMIOCRATIC PRIN(-CIPLES OF THE YALTA PROCLAMATION.

2. THAT THE INTER-ALLIED COMMISSION IN BELGRADE,
UPON TOTAL LIBERATION OF THE COUNTRY, SUPERVISE FREE ELEC-
TIONS WITHIN THE PROVISIONS OF THE ATLANTIC CHARTER AND THE
YALTA PROCLAMATION FOR THE CONSTITUENT A2SSEMBLY.

3, THAT THE INTER-ALLIED COMMISSION IN THEE
INTEREST OF FUTURE WORLD PEACE AND IN JUSTICE TO ENSLAVED
SERBIAN PEOPLE, THEIR HONOR, INTEGRITY AND FUTURE, IMMEDI-
ATELY, IN ACCORD TO HIS R4PEATED REQUESTS AND PLEAS, PLACE
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GENERAL DRAZA MIHAILOVICH UNDER THE ALLIED COMMAND, THAT
HE AND HIS G.ALLANT FORCES MAY PARTICIPATE IN DEFEATING
THE COMMON ENEMIY. THIS, HE HAS JUSTLY DESERVED, AFTER
HIS PREVIOUS CONTRIBUTIONS AND HEROIC RESISTANCE TO
GERMAN HORDES; AND AFTER HIS IMMEASURABLE AID TO THE
ALLIED CAUSE BY SAVING AND EVACUATING A LARGE NUMBER OF
AMERICAN AND OTHER ALLIED AIRMEN4 AND WHO, WITH HIS HEROIC
FORCES, HAS WITHOUT INTERRUPTION, FOUGHT FOR ALMIOST FOUR
YEARS FOR THE FREEDOM OF HIS COUNTRY.

Mr. Chairman, only through-an Inter-Allied.
Commission can the Dumbarton Oaks, Yalta and. San Francisco
d~ecisions be justly 4nd. honorably fulfilled..

Mr. Chairman, we are fearful that, unless an
Inter-Allied. Commission for Yugoslavia be established.
immed~iately--und~er the aegis of this historic conclave of
nations--with American representation, the provisions of
the Atlantic Charter, the Yalta proclamation, and. San
Francisco will remain empty promises toward. small d~emocratic
peoples, and. particularly the Serbians. The miscarriage of
justice in that country will reflect upon our accepted.
responsibility. Our guarantee for their freed~om, if not
fulfilled., will remain a blot on. the heretofore unbesmirch-
ed. face of our beloved. country.

LOUIS C. CHRISTOPHER

General Chairman

Representing

SERBIAN EASTERN ORTHODOX DIOCESE

for UNITED STATES and. CANADA

SERB NATIONAL FEDERATION
and.

AMERICAN- SERB IAN CULTURAL
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

HOTEL GOVERNOR
SAN FRA1'JCI3CO.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 4- Cc
THE SECRETARY

San Franciso
May 8,- 1945

Mr. Alger Hiss

Here is another

letter f~or your attention.

Charles P. Noyes
Assistant to the Secretary
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TELEPHONE: MAYFLOWER 6600 MEMBER NA&+iONAL FRATERNAL CONGRESS

LARGEST AMERICAN SERBIAN FRATERNAL AND BENEFICIAL ORGANIZATION

3414 FIFTH AVENUE

PUBLISHERS OF

L.C. CHRISTO7PHER 4h
NATIONAL_ P5251025, May 4 h

THE HON. EDWARD R. STETTINIUS JR,

San Francisco, Calif.

Mr. Chairman:

On Saturday, April 28, the undersigned had
the pleasure to submit to you a Memornadu~m of the ~Ameri-
can citizens of Serbian descent in behalf of the democratic
peoples of Yugoslavia, particularly the Serbs. Since then, we
have received an urv~pnt communication, of immense importance
to the future peace in the ~T'nsaný-hd Europe, which we now
respectfully submit to you.

The communication is from Dr. Zivko Topalovich,
author, labor rerese1-ta~VýW_~---ihe
for 26 years, who is now in I:taly. As the president of the
Yugoslav National Democratic Committee, he represents the
fighting forces of the regular Yugoslav Army under the com-
mand of G-en. Draza Mlihailovich.

Mr. Chairman, we submit the attached communication
In time, with confidence that you and the delegates to this
great historic assembly will recognize, through it, the wisdom
of democratic leadership in the chaotic Yugoslav staUý_.

Dr. Topalovich and other duly-accredited repre-
sentatives of all the democratic peoples of Yugoslavia are
ready at a moment's notice to appear here and personally
acquaint the Conference with the true facts of the Yugoslav
situation and help bring about a just and democratic solution
in the country.

Encl:-l.

A #~Genier~al Oh *rman,
Repres ting

SERBIAN EASTE ORTHODOX DIOCESE
FOR UNITED STATES AND CANADA,

SERB NATIONAL FEDERATION, and
SERBIAN CULTURAL AS3OCIATION

OF AMERICA.



THE HON. EDWARD R. STETTINItIS, Jr.,
Permanent Chairman,
THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON
I NTERNATI ONAL ORGANIZATION,.
San Francisco, Calif.

Mr. Chairman:

The undersigned desires to tran~smit to you
and your honorable assembly, the o o-g -

ge pre sident of the Yugo-
g~a~v National Democratic Committee, Zrpresenting heregu-
lar Yugoslav Army of' General Draza Mihailovich

"WE REV~AIN THE DEFENDERS OF LEGALITY AND LIBERTY
-OF YUGOSLAV PEOPLE. UJDO NOT RECOGNIZE AN ~ILL
NOT SUB111 ME f MOF B~I TO, _ftS"TA'BLI SH

"WE REQUJEST INTER-ALLIED INTERavLqj;, THAT OUR
~ u-iv,~i' AND TO GURNTEE TO

THE PEOPLE THE RIGHT TO ESTABLISH ORDER WITHIN
THE COUNTRY.

" WQJIE~&~Q L~Y T IN I TS
,TRUEST SENSE BE ESTABLISHED IN THE COUNTRY UNDER

UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF AN INTER-ALLIED COM1MISS-
ION; THAT BOTH FORCES OF NATIONAL RESISTANCE BE
BE RECOGNIZED AND ALL POLITICAL PARTIES BE MADE A
PART OF THE C OALI TI ON GOVERNM~ENT.

UWE WI LL GUARANTEE AND ASK THE SAME GUARANTEE,
THAT BOTH FORCES OF RESISTANCE BE DEMOBILIZED
AND FROM THAT POINT ON A UNITED NEW ARMY~ BE CREA4~
TED UNDER THE INTER-ALLIED COMMISSION, AND THAT
UNDER SAID COMMISSION THE POLICE AND ADMINISTRA-
TIVE BRANCHES BE CREATED.

" WE DEMAND THAT UNDER THE INTER-ALLIED COMM'ISSION
A GUARANTEE BE GIVEN THE PEOPLE., THAT ORDERLY AND
FREE ELECTIONS BE HELD IN WHICHI WILL BE ELECTED A
CONSTITUTIONAL PARLAIMENT AND FROM T A REPRESENT-
ATIVE GOVERNMENT OF ALL PAR-TIES)"

Ge al Cairm
Repre senting

SERBIAN EASTERN ORTHODOX DIOCESE FOR
UNITED STATES AND CANADA,

SERB NATIONAL FEDERATION and
SERBIAN CULTURAL ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA.



"And I am sure Yakitclz had never read Patrick
Henry. I gness he just is a Patrick Henry."

-R. H. MARKHAMI.

The Major Wants to
Help Free Serbia.

THE WIDE HORIZON
- - - by - - -

R. H. MARKHAM

Reprinted by permission
from

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
Issue of February 26, 1945

N OT VERY LONG AGO, as I was doing
war work in the Middle East, a rather

poorly dressed, thin, bashful man came to see me.
He didn't want to disturb me, but was plainly
anxious to present a request.

After hie had been shown into my office, he
said in his native language, "Yakitch from Shu-
madiya, a malor in the Royal Yugoslav Army, a
pilot and technician in the Air Corps. I'd he
pleased to talk with you."

"That would give me pleasure," I replied.
"I am glad to see you just as a person, but, as a
grateful American, I am especially happy to visit
with a Serbian officer. Be so kind as to sit
dlown."

He did, and we had a long talk. He Wvas
as unpretentious and frank as a farm boy. He
showed himself ardent, determined, narrow,
brave. He had gone through many hardships
because of the war and now he wanted to find
a way to continue fighting.

A few days after thei Nazis attacked Yugo-
slavia in 1941, Major Yakitch had been cap-
tured, along with scores of thousands of other



Serbs. He was taken off t6 Germany and placed
in a prison camp, from which he escaped. He
managed to make his way to Italy, where he
was again imprisoned. He was held in Cen-
tral Italy, and when it was freed by the Allies
he made his way to friends in Rome. They gave*
him somewhat better clothes than the ragged,
dilapidated, old remnants of a uniform that he
was wearing, and told him how to get in touch
with Allied military representatives. He went
to see them, but was deeply disappointed in the
chances they gave him to resume fighting. For
that reason, he took advantage of an opportunity
to see me, hoping I could help him.

"I am sorry," I told him, "but I am just a
civilian, and can't give advice about military
matters."

"I know," he commented, "but you are an
American. I want to fight the same Nazis
you're fighting. And I'm a trained soldier; and
I'm here, ready. Can't you tell me how to de-
stroy Germans ?"

"I4 suppose you'd better see the British," I
soggested, "for this is their area. Probably
they'll help you join up with the Partisans.
There are many Serbs among them. Maybe you
will be able to fight under Marshal Tito."

"No, I couldn't do that," he answered very
emphatically.

"YWhv?" I asked. "Aren't the Partisans
bravely fighting Germans ?"

"Yes," he replied. "I admit they're brave.
All Serbs 'are brave, even Communists. Most
other Yugoslavs are brave, too. But I can't go
with Tito."

"Aren't you too narrow-minded ?" I pro-
tested. "Don't ycu want to fight with your
brothers and drive the Germans out?"

"Of course, I want to drive- out Germans.
That's why I came to see you," he exclaimed.
"~But not with Tito. He is not trying to free
Serbia, but to enslave it. His main aim is not
to liberate Yugoslavia, but to dominate it."

"Still, he is fighting Germans," I insisted.
"ýMaybe, but he is fighting Yugoslavs more.

His chief campaign is against Serbia. He wants
to take Serbia. Most of the Serbs of Serbia re-
fuse to join him; so he's using Allied guns to
conquer them. He is directing Allied airmen
to bomb Serbian cities. Do you want me, a Serb
from Serbia, to join Tito, shoulder an Ameri-
can rifle and go shoot my own relatives?" he
asked with somre vehemence.

"But. may I say without offense, your rela-

tives may be aiding the Germans. Maybe they
are helping Neditch help Hitler."

That suggestion of mine almost caused an ex-
plosiun. "'How can you say that?" he expostu-
lated. "Where have I been three years? In cap-
tivity. How many other Serbs are in captivity?
150,000! W~hy does Hitler still hold us Serbs?
Because he knows Serbia is against him. Who
caused the revolution that brought Yugoslavia
onto the side against H ider ? The Serbs of Serbia.
VWhat nation has fought against Turks and other
despots more than any other in Southeast Eu-
rope? The Serbs! Yet you suggest we're help-
ing Hitler."

"Please don't he offended, my friend," I con-
tiiiued, "but isn't it true that the Serbs of Serbia
are now fighting Tito more than the Germans?"

"Before answering that, I want to say two
more things," he went on. "Do you know that
the little nation of Serbia has had far more peo-
ple killed in this war than has the United States
or Great Britain? There are about as many
Serbs in the world as Australians, but do you
know that 500 Serbs have been killed to every
one Australian ?"

"Didn't I say you're fighting Tito, rather
than Hitler ?" I reminded him.

"Yes, we are," he admitted. "I don't deny
that. Because Tito wants to take Serbia."

"What do you mean?
"Just that. He is trying to invade Serbia.

He wanits to make Communists our masters. We
know him and his comrades. This is an old
party. We know what they've been preparing
for years. They will destroy the independent
people in every community. They will turn our
modest schoo-,s into centers of indoctrination.
They will subject Serbia to foreign influence
and control. And we won't accept such slavery
from Tito."

"But, my friend, maybe it xvon't be slavery.
You had bad governments. Maybe Tito will
give you a good regime," I argued.

"~Yes, some of our governments were bad.
But lots of governments have been pretty bad.
Mvaybe some in American states and cities-if
y0u will pardon me. Maybe some in England.
But do vou think communism will make every-
thing perfect in America and the British Em-
pire ?" he asked rather sharply.

"CcWell, Americans don't seem to want com-
munism," I said. "Only one in a thousand voted
for that party. But don't you think a people's
ievolution might do Serbia good ?"



That remark seemed to him perfectly idiotic
and he burst out: "Why? XWhy Serbia? We've
had our revolution. We own our own little
farms. There are no big landowners. We live
in our own homes. We ourselves, the people,
have chased out foreign tyrants and our own do-
mestic tyrants. We have almost no large cities.
No big industry. -Our church is a Serb church,
wholly run by the people. It led the fight on a
fascist government. Our army' is a people's army
-our officers ride third class! Our Assembly,
elected by the people, used to run Serbia. We
called all our ministers by their first names!
There's no kowtowing in Serbia. The only revo-
lution there could be would be to enslave the
Serbian people. We won't accept that. We want
democracy and freedom."

"But suppose your king told you, a Yugo-
slav major, to serve under Tito ?" I asked.

"He wouldn't!" said the major confidently.
"He couldn't. He's a Serb!I"

"-Well, suppose you heard him broadcast such
an appeal to Serbia. What would you do ?" I
pressed the question.

"Then I'd say the poor boy was a British
prisoner," he answered firmly and sadly. "And
I'd disobey him. I'd be free from my oath. I'd
serve my nation. You know, Serbs die for loyal
kings, but kill disloyal ones."

"I wonder if the peasants of Serbia feel as
you do," I soliloquized. "Of course, you're a
Nationalist, because you're an officer."

This struck Major Yakitch as a joke. "I am
a peasant," he cried. "We are all peasants. All
the pe-ople of Serbia feel as I do."

"Well, if that's true, what will happen?"
I asked.

"It is true, and I'll tell you what will hap-
pen. The Turks couldn't keep Serbs in slavery.
'I he Hapsburgs couldn't keep Serbs in slavery.
The Nazis couldn't enslave us. And neither can
Tito. After three terrible years of imprison-
ment, I tell you as a Serb from Serbia, that
whatever the cost, we will be free."

And I am sure Yakitch had never read Pat-
rick Henry. I guess he just is a Patrick Henry.
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THE CASE OF

GENERAL MIHAILOVICH

N O WAR has been more full of surprises than
the present one. Friends have become enemies

and enemies friends in the most sudd'en and mys-
terious fashion. Yet, on the whole, the journalists
and politicians have dealt with these extraordinary
events with a confidence which is quite bewildering
to the layman. Where they praised yesterday, they
today condemn with an assurance and vigour which,
to say the least, suggest that the issues are clear and
can be easily explained. Yet, in most cases, no
satisfactory explanation has been offered.

Mihailovic has, like Stalin, been both abused
and praised during the course of this war by the
Allied Press. In the case of the former, the abuse
came after the praise, whereas, with the latter, it
preceded it. Yet it is unlikely that the character of
either of them has greatly altered during the last
few years. Mihailovic was called a hero; now some
of those who used to praise him prefer to call him
a traitor.

Everyone not totally ignorant of Balkan affairs
knows that the Serbian people, the majority of
whom support Mihailovic more fervently than ever,
were punished by Hitler for their defiance of him
in 1941, whereas the Croats, whatever their real
feelings for the Germans, were provided with an
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Independent State of their own to the detriment of
the Serbs. This state has not in fact been inde-
pendent, but its creator certainly offered it to the
Croats for a reward and an encouragement. Mean-
while, the Serbs have been massacred both by the
Germans and their satellites, and, in one way and
another, more than half a million of them have per-
ished. No people in Europe, if would be thought,
could have more reason to hate the Germans thanii they have. Yet Mr. Churchill recently announcedto the world that a Serbian General, the first pro-
moter of effective guerrilla resistance in occupied
Europe, had ceased to fight the Germans and that
some of his local commanders had made accommo-
dations with them. Meanwhile, some British jour-
nalists have gone much farther, either calling Mi-
hailovic a traitor or giving publicity to very serious
accusations against him made by other people. But
Mr. Churchill also admitted, at least by implica-
tion, that Mihailovic predominated in pre-1914
Serbia, where two-thirds of the Serbs live, and he
went on to say, "We do not know what will happen
in the Serbian part of Yugoslavia."

Yet it was precisely the Serbs of pre-ig914 Serbia
and Montenegro who defied Hitler when he was
overwhelmingly strong; and it was also among them
that Mihailovic organised armed resistance at a
time when there was only the most slender and dis-
tant prospect of Allied victory. Yet now that the
defeat of the Germans is more than probable, Mi-
hailovic, still enjoying the support of the majority
of the Serbian people, who have suffered at Nazi
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hands as much as have the Russians and Poles, is
said to he collaborating with the traditional ene-
mies and present executioners of his own people.
Either the Serhs are mad, or some Allied journalists
and politicians have made a mistake. It is the pur-
pose of this pamphlet to suggest that the latter hy-
pothesis, which is obviously the more likely to he
true, is in fact supported by most of the available
and reliable evidence.

I.

THE COUP D'ETAT OF MARCH 27TH AND

THE TWELVE DAYs' WAR

No one can understand the present situation in
Yugoslavia wvho does not know how it was that the
two principal Yugoslav peoples reacted to the
Prince Regent's policy of concessions to Nazi Ger-
many. It was the difference in these reactions
which caused the Germans to set up an Independent
State of Croatia, and so make possible the terrible
Ustashi massacres, xvhich created the conditions
which ensured that there should be two and not one
movement of resistance in the Serbian part of Yugo-
slavia. The most important event which has oc-
curred in Yugoslavia since that country went to
war was not its military collapse, inevitable under
the circumstances, hut these massacres, which not
only widened the hreach between the Serbs and thc
Croats, but ultimately Rvided both these peoples
among themselves. The quarrel between Mihail-
ovic and the Partisans is distinct from the differ-
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ences which divide the Serbs and the Croats. In-
deed, until the fall of Italy, the great majority of
the Partisans, outside Slovenia, were Serbs. Yet
the quarrel between the Serbs and the Croats is also
closely connected with the civil war between the
two resistance movements, not only because it made
possible the Ustashi massacres, thus creating the
chaotic conditions which enabled the Partisans to
build up their organization, but also because it
made it inevitable that the reactions of these two
peoples to the civil war should be different. The
situation is admittedly complicated, but unless it is
understood by the leaders of the Great Powers,
there is no hope of a just peace for Yugoslavia.

Before 1914, there was in Habsburg Croatia,
outside the very large Serbian minority, no wide-
spread desire to secede from the Empire and to
unite with the Serbs to form a common Yugoslav
State. In 1918 the Croats accepted Yugoslavia as
the most practical solution of a problem which
would not have existed had not the Central Powers
collapsed. When they found that Yugoslavia was
to be organized, not on the only reasonable federal
basis, but as a highly centralized unitary state ruled
from Belgrade, the majority of them, the members
of the Croat Peasant Party, supported their polit-
ical leaders, who refused to take their seats in the
Belgrade Parliament until 1924. The Croats had
real and important grievances, and their political
cohesion and bitter opposition to Belgrade was such
that by 1939, their leader, Dr. Macek, was as pow-
erful in Croatia as Parnell had ever been in Ire-
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land. In 1940 the Croats obtained Home Rule in-
side a province whose frontiers were so drawn that
there were at least three Ser~bs inside them for every
Croat left outside. The Croat leaders now realised
that they had more to lose than to gain by the de-
sfruction of Yugoslavia. There is little reason to
doubt that their influence strengthened the Prince
Regent's hand in his policy of appeasement towards
Germany. Macek had succeeded in making a better
bargain than even Serb ian federalists felt he was
entitled to; he was determined not to risk the loss
of what he had gained with so much effort. As for
the Croats as a whole, they were still under the in-
fluence of a political campaign, which, though it
had largely attained its object, had been so bitter
and effective that it could not but determine their
attitude to the Serbs and to the Yugoslav State,
w.hich they had been taught for so long to regard
as an instrument of Serbian oppression, for many
3ears to come.

The Serbs had also come to hate their rulers.
They were sick of corruption, inefficiency and in-
trigue; but, above all, they resented the police
regime and the lack of political liberty. They had
never possessed a party as well organized as Dr.
Macek's to protect them from the bureaucracy; and
now the grant of Home Rule to the -,Croats left
them the principal victims of Belgrade misrule. But
they still regarded the Yugoslav State, with all its
imperfections, as their own creation, and they be-
lieved that they mustf fight, if necessary, in its de-
fense. When, therefore, the Government decided
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on a policy of subservience to Germany, the Serbs,
who had possessed two independent states of their
own long before 1914, which they had created by
their own efforts, and who had fought the Central
Powers during the last Great War, rose in revolt.
It was their reaction to the signature of the Tri-
partite Pact which secured the success of the coup
d'etat which was staged in Belgrade on March :27th,
1941, by a number of Serbian officers. It is only
necessary to read the British and German newspa-
pers of that period to he assured of the truth of this
contention. But the Serbs got rid of the Prince Re-
gent, not only because he had yielded to German
pressure, but because they wished to regain their
liberties. The disturbances which made possible
the coup d'etat were not only a defiance of Ger-
many, but a blow struck at Fascism and reactionary
rule.

The Yugoslav Army resisted the Germans for
only twelve days, The Serbs allege that its early
collapse was due to the defection of the Croats.
It is certainly true that many Croats hardly thought
Yugoslavia worth a fight. Others, again, though
they believed the survival of Yugoslavia was in the
real interest of the Croatian people, thought resist-
ance to Germany was useless and, in any case, likely
to brin~g about a situation which th Germans,
through the Ustashi organization, could exploit to
aggravate the mutual suspicions which divided the
Yugoslav peoples. Nevertheless, Dr. Macek did
eventually rally to the Simovic Government, which
was logically committed to war, though apparently
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reluctant to admit the fact. Moreover, many
Croats, when the time came, as well as most Slo-
venes, fought well in the ranks of the Yugoslav
Army.

There were also shottcomings among the Serbs.
The new government was slow in ordering mobil-
ization and nearly half the troops never reached the
front line. The generals, who were mostly Serbs,
were often incompetent and bewildered. Indeed,
the whole military situation was, from the first, ex-
tremely confused. But when every qualification has
been made, it still remains true that, during the
twelve days of actual fighting, most of the little
effective resistance to the Germans was offered by
Serbian units. It is not a question of praising or
blaming anyone. The Serbs and the Croats are two
peoples with very different histories and traditions;
and in March and April, 1941, their reactions to
the German menace and later to German invasion
were exactly what any reasonable person might
have expected. them to be.

The swift collapse of the Yugoslav Army was,
in the eyes of the Serbs, the final condemnation of
the old political regime. W~hatever the future re-
sistance which might come to .be made to the occu-
piers, it could obviously not rely on the completely
discredited and, in any case, extremely narrow cir-
cles which had maintained the dictatorship. It
would have to rely, in a country in which there are
no large estates and practically no industries, either
on the broad masses of the Serbian peasants, who
are intensely patriotic, democratic and ultimately
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conservative, or else arise out of the chaotic condi-
tions which are the inevitable consequence of mas-
sacres and punitive expeditions and which favour
extreme revolutionary parties. One thing is cer-
tain; no man enjoying the support of any large sec-
tion of the Serbian people could possibly after
'April, 1941, be either a reactionary or a collabo-
ratio nist.

The Germans, inevitably victorious, soon let the
world know which section of the Yugoslav people
it was, which had, in their opinion, "found its
soul." Pavelic, the head of the Croatian Ustashi
terrorist organization, was made the ruler of an
independent state, which included, not only the
Croatian territories of Habsburg times, but the
whole of Bosnia-Herzegovina, in which the Serbs
very greatly outnumber the Croats. (According to
the census of 1931, there were 1,028,138 Serbs,
718,069 M~loslems and 547,931 Catholics in Bosnia-
Herzegovina, of whom about 500,000 were Croats,
the others being mostly either Germans or Mag-
yars.)

The Serbs, on the other hand, were not granted
an independent state. They had to support a Ger-
man army of occupation, to cede considerable terri-
tories to the Hungarians and the Bulgars, as well
as to see Montenegro occupied by the Italians. The
Slovenes were as badly treated, as the Serbs.

II.
FROM THE COLLAPSE OF YUGOSLAVIA TO THEE

FALL OF ITALY
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i. The Two Resistance Movements and the Us-
tar hi Massacres.

Both the resistance movements originated in
Serbia, and, until the f all of Italy, the great ma-
jority of the rank and file of both of them, outside
the small province of Slovenia, were Serbs.

The first resistance movement to take the field
was organised and led by Colonel Mihailovic. Now
that it is fashionable to attack him, his priority in
this respect is sometimes denied, but it was again
asserted by Mr. Churchill in a recent speech in
which most of his references to Yugoslavia were in
praise of the Partisans. This movement was made
up, from the first, almost entirely of Serbs, but it
was, in intention, a Yugoslav movement. Its exist-
ence became known to the outside world soon after
the German invasion of Russia. Its nucleus con-
sisted of a number of officers, of whom Mihailovic
was the senior, whd gathered around them some
armed bands. An order issued before the war by
the High Command empowered certain categories
of officers, should they find themselves in enemy-
occupied territory, to organize resistance and to con-
duct guerrilla operations. From this it follows that
the units under the command of Colonel Mihailovic
became automatically a part of the Yugoslav Reg-
ular Army. Mihailovic was extremely active in
1941 and, though the strength and activity of his
forces were exaggerated, as such things always are,
they were yet much more formidable than anything
which had hitherto appeared in occupied Europe.
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Mihailovic's movement consisted not only of
fighting units in the districts inhabited by Serbs
where the terrain suited active warfare, but of an
entire organization which spread rapidly through
districts in which it was not yet possible for the
peasants to take up arms against the invader. These
peasants, for all their hatred of the enemy, still had
much to lose. Their leader, if he was to retain
their confidence, could not afford to ignore this
f act.

Mihailovic understood from the first that guer-
rilla bands, unless they conduct their operations in
a manner and for purposes of which the local popu-
lation approve will make themselves unpopular with
the very people they wish to liberate. As it is pre-
cisely on these people that they must depend for
their food, they are, if they become unpopular,
obliged to resort to terrorism. Hence a guerrilla
movement which loses the confidence of the local
population inevitably creates chaos and brings on a
civil wan. Mihailovic was determined, as so many
of his messages prove, to be active when the people
wished him to be and to be prudent when they
felt that the cost of activity was too great. Their
needs and their feelings should be his guides. The
wishes of his Allies, though entitled to the most
sympathetic consideration, must take the second
place. For they were wealthy and formidable and
could afford to wage a war which was financially
expensive, but far more economical of human life
as well as more dangerous to the enemy. Mihailovic
has repeatedly drawn the attention of his Allies to
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a most obvious fact; namely, that guerrilla bands
are mobile and can take refuge in the mountains,
while the peasants left behind pay the price of their
defiance of the enemy. He could not conceive that
any -other guerrilla leader would ignore these most
simple considerations, unless his real object was to
make political capital out of the misfortunes of his
compatriots.

The other resistance movement was organized
by the Communists, but only after the invasion of
Russia by the Germans. Soviet Russia, though she
had signed a pact with Yugoslavia only a few days
earlier, was one of the first countries to withdraw
recognition from her after her defeat. But though
she had made this gesture in the hope of delaying
a German invasion, she still retained the sympathy,
not only of the Communists, but of the Serbian
people, who were anxious to create a diversion in
her f avour as soon as she was attacked.

The Communists, too, started their first guer-
rilla in the western part of the old Serbian King-
dom, where they used patriotic slogans to rouse
the people to arms at a time when the Russians
were engaging the bulk of the German Army.
They could rely on the support of many of the
young men in the district, as well as in the adjoin-
ing districts of the Sandzak, East Bosnia and Mon-
tenegro, always extremely poor, and where there
were many educated and semi-educated sons of peas-
ants, who had failed to get into the civil service or
to find other employment. They constituted the
bulk of the village Communists of Yugoslavia.
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Besides, the Communists had suffered a great deal
under the Police Regime, and for that reason en-
.joyed considerable sympathy even among the peas-
ants who did not share their views. But above all,
a widespread affection for the Russians, -the most
popular of all foreign peoples among the Serbs,
strengthened the Serbian Communists.

At the time that these two guerrilla movements
were being organized, there occurred the terrible
Ustashi massacres in Bosnia-Herzegovina and in
the Serbian districts of pre-1914 Croatia. The num-
ber of the killed, according to most estimates, ex-
ceeded a quarter of a million. No one knows the
exact figure, buf it is generally accepted that the
massacres were among -the most terrible that have
ever occurred in Europe. Only a relatively small
number of Croats and a few Moslems, possibly not
more than several thousand people in all, took a
direct part in them, but their effect on the two re-
sistance movements and on Serbo-Croat relations
both in Yugoslavia and abroad can hardly be ex-
aggerated.

During the summer and autumn of 1941, sev-
eral hundred thousand refugees fled from the new
Croation State into Serbia and Montenegro. Most
of them found temporary homes with their com-
patriots, but some of the younger and more vigor-
ous of them joined the guerrilla hands which were
forming in Western Serbia, the Sandzak and East
Bosnia. They joined both Mihailovic's organiza-
tion and the Partisans. But whereas, in the former
case, they became a mere part of an organization



which already enjoyed widespread support among
the stable peasant population of pre-i914 Serbia,
in the latter, they soon constituted the great ma-
jority of the movement to which they belonged.
These homeless peasants were, of course, for the
most part, politically indifferent, for many of them
came from the most backward districts inhabited by
Serbs. Their only anxiety was to settle their ac-
count with the Ustashi. Like most people in their
position, with no means of existence outside the
bands to which they belonged, they were willing to
fight whatever the consequence to those who were,
as yet, less unfortunate than themselves. They were
peculiarly in the power of their leaders, whose
ascendency over them soon became almost complete.

This difference in the character of the two or-
ganizations, though it made co-operation difficult
from the first, did not altogether prevent it during
the summer and autumn of 1941. The Ustashi mas-
sacres and the German invasion ofRussia, which
many Serbs expected would lead to the rapid col-
lapse of the Nazi war machine, made the great ma-
jority of the Serbian people favour the boldest and
most widespread military resistance to the Axis.
Hence the great guerrilla activity in the Serbian
districts of Yugoslavia, that is to say, in Serbia
proper and Montenegro as well as among the.Serb-
ian minorities of Axis Croatia, which lasted for the
few months immediately succeeding Hitler's inva-
sion of Russia-an activity of wbich Mihailovic
then approved as much as did the, Partisan leaders,
and in which his men took as great a part.
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While the massacres were still continuing, Mi-
hailovic and his subordinates undertook the defense
of the Bosnian Serbs. They carried out reprisals
in East Bosnia; and some of the commanders,
though their leader had ordered that only those
who had actually taken part in the massacres should
suffer, did not distinguish between the innocent and
the guilty. A number of Croatian villages in Bosnia
were destroyed and their inhabitants either killed or
driven into the mountains and forests, because some
of the Ustashi murderers had come from them. The
Croats began to fear a general Serbian revenge and
to regard Mihailovic, in whose name these com-
manders had acted, as a Serbian chauvinist and their
sworn enemy. The Serb guerrillas, it is true, had
killed relatively few Croafs, but the Croatian peo-
ple believed that this was only because they had
been unable to operate outside areas in which the
local population was predominantly Serbian.

Outside Yugoslavia, hardly less than inside that
country, the Serbs, in their anger, came to look
upon the Croats as no less their enemies than the
Germans, who had, indeed, conferred an independ-
ent state upon them, which the Ustashi were using
to avenge merely political grievances in a sea of
Serbian blood. Since it was their compatriots who
were being killed, the Serbs were willing to accept
even the highest figures as authentic, whereas the
Croats, normally as humane a people as any in the
Balkans, were naturally unwilling to accept them.
They distrusted the Serbs and suspected that they
were using the massacres as a means of discrediting
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them in the -eyes of the world. To the Serbs, these
Groat suspicions were merely added offenses, and
they held it against the Croats that their leaders
did not condemn the atrocities with sufficient
vigour. They talked of the collective responsibility
of the whole Groat people.

In London, the Serbian politicians, who, though
democrats and members of a common opposition,
had been abandoned by Macek in 1940, became
more than ever distrustful of their Groat col-
leagues, who quite reciprocated the feeling. At the
first favourable opportunity, the Groat leaders
asked the Serbs in London to commit themselves
to the support of the Settlement of 1940. The
Serbs, though they declared they supported a fed-
eral constitution f or Yugoslavia, were unwilling to
accept the frontiers of 1940, which left three times
as many Serbs in the Groatian province as there
were Croats outside it. This, after the Ustashi
massacres, they could not bring themselves to allow.
The Croats however desired frontiers which would
leave as few Groats as possible under Serbian rule,
and they could hardly hope for a better bargain
than Macek had make with Prince Paul. The
Serbian refusal immediately strengthened the Croats
in their belief tbaf the Serbs were using the mas-
sacres as a political weapon against them.

The period during which Serb hatred of the
Groats and Groat suspicion of the Serbs were at
their height coincided with the period when it was
the policy of the Western Allies to make much of
Mihailovic and extol his virtues. The Groats, who
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thought he was being used as an asset against them,
were not unwilling that his reputation should suf-
fer. They were prepared in advance to give a f a-
vourable hearing to any accusations that might
come to be made against him.

The Germans, through Pavelic and the Us-
tashi, had struck a more effective blow at Yugo-
slavia than their military victory, for it was the
Ustashi massacres and the Serbian reprisals which
followed them-(the latter, though necessarily on
a much smaller scale, seemed to the Croats to
threaten much more to come, when a better oppor-
tunity should offer)-that made enormously diffi-
cult any real co-operation between Mihailovic and
the Croats.

2. The Two M'ovements Become Hostile.

After the considerable battles of the summer
and early autumn of 1941, Mihailovic decided that
German punitive expeditions were costing too many
civilian lives and that, since tbe Allies were unable
to send any help, it would be best to adopt more
modest guerrilla tactics. This decision was not the
effect of a personal whim. The conditions which
had made great activity inevitable a few months
before no longer existed. As a guerrilla leader Mi-
hailovic felt he must consider the needs and wishes
of the local population.- Whe 'n the people realised
thaf the Germans were still advancing in Rusisa
and that the British had nothing to spare for their
Allies, their mood changed. They still hated the
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Germans and wished to injure them, but by other
methods and with greater prudence.

The Partisans did not agree with Mihailovic.
They had hitherto sometimes collaborated with his
troops, but the collaboration had not been success-
ful and there had been accusations of bad faith on
both sides. Now, however, there was a more im-
portant difference between them. The Russians
were demanding that as many Axis troops as possi-
ble should be tied down in the Balkans. The Parti-
sans were willing to promise to do this for them.
But Mihailovic, though he, too, had many home-
less peasants in his ranks, enjoyed far greater sup-
port among the peasants who still possessed houses
and land. He was not willing completely to sac-
rifice their interests to those of the Russians.
Moreover, the greater part of his organization was
in Serbia proper, a conquered territory in German
eyes, where a hundred persons might answer with
their lives for the killing of a single German sol-
dier. But most~ of the Partisans operated either in
the Serbian districts of A4xis Croatia, where they
had to -deal only wi~th Pavelics forces, or in terri-
tory occupied by the Italians. Besides, the hostages
captured and executed by punitive expeditions, since
they were locally prominent, belonged to the class
which not only favoured Mihailovic but was also
most actively opposed to the Partisans.

As soon as they had become openly hostile to
Mihailovic, the Partisan leaders showed their hand
politically. They set up a Soviet Republic at Uzice,
in West Serbia, and when they were driven out of
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that district, they moved into Montenegro, where
they established another republic at Zabljak near
Mount Durmitor. Here again their administra-
tion was short-lived, and they were obliged to move
right across into West Bosnia, where they pro-
claimed their third and last republic at Bihac, be-
fore they altered their political tactics and created
the Army of National Liberation. Within a year
of their breach with Mihailovic, they had complete-
ly failed to establish themselves in either Serbia or
Montenegro, the only two Yugoslav provinces with
any traditions of political independence. Their
main strength was among theSerbs of Bosnia, a de-
pressed population who had been the special objects
of Turkish misrule until 1878, and of Habsburg
ill-treatment until 1918. The most prominent and
energetic of the Bosnian Serbs had been either killed
by the Ustashi or had fled the country, so that the
persons who corresponded to those who had risen
against the Partisans in Serbia proper and Monte-
negro had already been practically exterminated.
The Partisans were also relatively strong among the
Serbs of Lika, who had suffered especially badly at
the hands of the Ustashi. At that time, there was
a mere handful of Croats in .the ranks of the Parti-
sans, mostly either Communists or young men who
had fled into the mountains to escape being sent
to the Eastern Front to fight the Russians.

The relations of Mihailovic and the Partisans
rapidly deteriorated into a state of spasmodic civil
war, a war which could not be avoided from the
moment that the Partisans decided to set up re-
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publics in Serbian territory. The mere continua-
tion of military tactics which no longer suited the
people's mood would in itself have sufficed to make
the Partisans unpopular. Their setting up these
republics, however, caused the peasants to believe
that they were not primarily interested int fighting
the enemy, but in achieving certain political ends.
Many of the peasants refused to recognize the re-
publics, and when they saw that their food and
property were being requisitioned, they rose in
arm~ed revolt. It was because, when he was asked
to do so, Mihailovic sent help to these peasants that
he first came to blows with the Partisans. But the
original armed opposition to them did not come
from his men; it was a spontaneous reaction of the
Serbian peasants to Partisan methods. All the avail-
able and reliable evidence supports this view.

3. A/iha,,lovic's Case A4gain-st the Partisans.

From the first, Mihailovic objected to the Parti-
sans' lack of military skill and to their tactics which
were too costly in human life. W~hen he saw that, in
spite of their visihle results, they persisted in em-
ploying these tactics, he concluded that they were
doing so from political motives. The greater the
chaos and the more terrible the German punitive
expeditions, the greater the number of the homeless,
who had no alternative but to seek food and protec-
tion inside the guerrilla bands. Recruiting thus be-
came more easy, and the recruits, from their very
dependence on their leaders, were politically docile.
But the mot-e the bands increased in size, the greater
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the hostility of the local peasants who had not yet
lost their homes. The bands were therefore obliged
to use their arms to force the peasants to give them
food. Hence arose a conflict of interests between the
armed guerrillas and the local population, 'especially
the more well-to-do peasants whose food was first
requisitioned, which, by dividing the Serbian people
against itself, ultimately weakened resistance to the
enemy, but, under the cloak of patriotism, could be
exploited for political purposes.

Mihailovic has also argued that similar motives
led the Partisans to set up their own administration
in areas which they succeeded in liberating thus
drawing the Germans into them. The Partisans were
then obliged to withdraw and to leave the civilian
population to their fate. They did this at Uzice,
Durmitor and Bihac, where they established repub-
lics whose existence they must have known could
not be tolerated by the enemy and which they were
not able to defend.

Mihiailovic also claims that the Communists
among the Partisans have used popular resistance to
the enemy as a cover for exterminating those ele-
ments of the population politically opposed to them.
They accuse them, if they refuse co-operation, of
being reactionaries or of sympathizing with the
enemy, and they then put them to death. In this
way they get rid of people who are not in the least
react .ionaries, but who suspect the Partisan leaders
of wishing to exploit the chaotic condition of the
country to prepare the ground for social revolution.

When, for instance, the Partisans first pene-
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trated into old Montenegro, they were welcomed
by the peasants. They seem, however, very soon to
have outlived their welcome, for they were driven
out, not by the Italians, prudent soldiers who never
ventured out of the towns nor off the roads between
them, but by the peasants. The latter undoubtedly
got some of their weapons from the Italians. What
could have induced them to do this? The Monte-
negrins, it must be remembered, had been the first
people in Yugoslavia to rise against the occupiers.
They had, at one moment, cleared practically the
whole of their country of the Italians; and they
had done so more than two years before the collapse
of Italy. Neither Mihailovic's units nor the Parti-
sans had helped them do so, for the latter did not
enter Montenegro until a good deal later. More-
over, it is known that when the Partisans did come
they were welcomed by the local population. Yet
we find that some time after their arrival, the
Montenegrin peasants sought arms from the Ital-
ians in order to drive them out. There are no land-
lords and large estates in Montenegro, where the
richest peasants are scarcely well-to-do, even by
Balkan standards.

The Yugoslav Authorities in London possess a
list of the names of over 700 Montenegrins, most
of them locally prominent peasants and educated
men, who are said to have been killed by the Parti-
sans; many of them in villages into which neither
the Italians nor the Chetniks had hitherto pene-
trated. Most of the names have been recognized
and guaranteed as authentic by Montenegrins living
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in London, Why were these men killed? There
is no reason to believe that they were not good pa-
triots, but they were certainly not the sort of per-
sons who would have taken kindly to the political
activities of the Partisans.

Mihailovic has also repeatedly asserted, and
provided evidence in support of his assertions, that
Partisan military activities were in fact far less use-
ful to the Allies than the Allies supposed them to
be. Their intention has not always been so much
to damage the enemy as to persuade the Allies that
damage was being done, and that it was, therefore,
the Partisans who deserved help and not Mihailo-
vic, who did not scruple openly to complain that
too much was expected of a nation which had al-
ready lost over half a million lives, of which the
very great majority were Serbian. In a sparsely-
populated and barren country, in which the enemy
can only afford to hold the larger towns in adequate
strength, it is not always difficult to destroy a
local garrison. Such a success may be of littlc
military advantage and do more harm to the -Serbs
than to their enemies. Yet it may be a victory very
welcome to the Allied Press.

Mihailovic's attitude naturally weakened his
position with his Allies outside Yugoslavia. The
more the Partisans proclaimed their willingness to
fight, the more the Allies, with Russia to urge
them on, felt inclined to help Tito and to withdraw
their favour from Mihailovic. Their newspapers
and broadcasting services not only publicized the
military activities of the Partisans, a perf ectly proper
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thing to do, but gave currency to their accusations
against the other resistance movement. Most of
these accusations were first published to the outside
world from Soviet soil, for the "Free Yugoslavia"
broadcasting station was, and perhaps still is, in
Tiflis.

4. Partisan A4ccusations A4gainst Mihoilovic.

Throughout 1942 the quarrel between the Par-
tisans and Mihailovic grew increasingly bitter and
a reconciliation between them more and more im-
probable. The Partisans, enjoying the moral sup-
port of Russia, whose armies were then doing most
of the fighting against Germany, felt that their in-
ternational position was growing stronger while the
majority of the Serbian people were turning against
them. They therefore decided to make every effort
to press home the propaganda attack against Mi-
hailovic. They accused him of attacking their units
and forcing a civil war upon them.

What sort of motives could induce Mibailovic
to attack the Partisans? If he objects to their
activities because they lead to too great a loss of
life, he cannot reduce that loss by forcing a civil
war upon the country. What political motives
could he have for attacking them? His organisafion
depends, for its existence, on the support of pre-
cisely that section of the Yugoslav people who
brought their country into the war because they
hated Fascism and were determined not to be ab-
sorbed by it. No better reason has been advanced
to prove that Mihailovic is reactionary than that he
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has fought the Partisans. On the other hand, it is
overwhelmingly probable that, under the conditions
prevailing in Serbia in 1941, no reactionary, but
only a patriot, could have organized a resistance
movement among the Serbian peasants. Mihailovic
has no political past, and there is no reason to be-
lieve that he had political motives for attacking
anyone who was doing no more than fight the ene-
my. On the other hand, he might very well desire
to defend those who had been attacked by others
from merely political motives. Conditions in Yugo-
slavia, especially since the Ustashi massacres, though
quite unfavourable to the sympathiser with Fas-
cism, clearly offer considerable opportunities to rev-
olutionaries of the opposite extreme. Tito, unlike
Mihailovic, has a political past and belongs to an
international party, which is highly organized, quite
undemocratic, and, whatever its temporary tactics,
politically aggressive. If, then, there has been ag-
gression from a political motive which of the two
parties to the dispute is the more likely to have
been the aggressor? Mihailovic himself asserts that,
before the time when he found that a regular civil
war had been imposed upon him, he never inter-
fered with the Partisans except to defend persons
whom they called traitors only because they had re-
fused to co-operate with them.

The Partisans have accused Mihailovic of col-
laborating with the Italians. His troops have cer-
tainly often exchanged Italian prisoners for Ital-
ian arms; a sensible and profitable transaction, since
they could not feed their prisoners and needed arms.
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Mihailovic was also justified in not attacking the
Italians when they left him alone, unless there was
a special military advantage to be gained by doing
so. Hie had other more formidable enemies with
whom to deal. Though Mihailovic was in occa-
sional contact with the Serbs in Dalmatia, there is
no evidence that he urged them to get arms from
the Italians to fight the Partisans. Besides, the
Dalmatian Serbhs were originally given arms by the
Italians to defend themselves against the Ustasbi.
They acted on their own initiative when they asked
for these arms; and, indeed, they had no alternative
but to do so. Mihailovic could not help them, and
they were not willing to wait until tbey were mur-
dered. Neither Mihailovic nor any other Serb
would, at that time, have blamed them for what
they did.

Some of the Dalmatian Serbs later went into
Bosnia to protect and avenge their compatriots.
They were encouraged to do this by the Italians,
who were doing tbeir best to undermine Hitler's
creation, the Independent State of Croatia. These
Serbs were the enemies of Mihailovics' enemies, and
they were compatriots who proclaimed their devo-
tion to him. Some of them came to blows with the
Partisans, hut not with the prior knowledge or ap-
proval of Mihailovic. Nor could he justly blame
them, for he did not know who was the aggressor.

It was not in Dalmatia, but in Montenegro,
that the Serbs first obtained arms from the Italians
with the express purpose of using them against the
Partisans. The latter had originally been welcome,
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but had soon made enemies, not only among the
small educated class, *but chiefly among the peas-
ants. Bands were formed locally to fight the Parti-
sans, and the Italians supplied them with arms. At
the time that these bands were first formed in the
districts round Cetinje, there were none of Mihailo-
vic 's units there, the only armed military formations
being either Italian or Partisan. The formation of
these peasant bands was a spontaneous reaction to
Partisan methods. Mr. Churchill, in his speech of
May 24 th, 1944, described a similar process in
Greece, when he said, "The excesses of E.L.A.S.,
which is the military body operating under E.A.M.,
had so alienated the population in many parts that
the Germans had been able to form security baftal-
ions of Greeks to fight the E.A.M." What hap-
pened in the old part of Montenegro, before Mi-
hailovic's organisation was firmly established there,
also occurred later on in both Dalmatia and Slo-
venia. Indeed, Mihailovic, in the districts in which
his organization is strong, by defending the peas-
ants against the Partisans, offers them an alterna-
tive to collaboration with the occupier.

It was General Djukanovic who took over the
command of the Montenegrin bands, and he soon
drove the Partisans out of the greater part of old
Montenegro. It was only in the eastern part of
Montenegro, in what was Turkish territory until
1912, that the Partisans were able to retain a pre-
carious footing.

Since Djukanovic was certainly at times in touch
with Mihailovic, it has been argued that the latter
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also favoured collaboration with the Italians against
the Partisans. Mihailovic, however, never sought
Italian help against the Partisans, neither directly
nor through a subordinate, nor did he advise any-
one else to do so. But since the Partisans had be-
come his enemies and were, in his opinion, terror-
ising the more conservative peasants and intellec-
tuals, to whom democracy grants the same rights as
to other persons, he refused either to condemn or
to cut himself off from those who, believing their
lives were in danger, thought Italian arms! good
enough with which to defend them.

Djukanovic was one of the best known men in
Montenegro, an excellent officer and a patriot. He
had been opposed to the old regime, and it was for
this reason and because of his undisguised sympathy
with the Allies, that he was appointed Governor of
the Zetska Banovina after the coup d'etat of March
2,7th. He was a poor man and his political opinions
roughly corresponded to those of an English liberal.
To many Montenegrins, the fact that such a man
could go so far as to use Italian weapons against the
Partisans is in itself a sufficient condemnation of
them. Indeed, the whole course of events since 1941
in the older part of Montenegro is extremely inter-
esting. There are practically no Catholics and
Moslems there, for it is one of the purest Serb
Orthodox districts. It is also extremely poor, and
before the war, the proportion of young educated
peasants who sympathised with Communism was
exceptionally high. There is probably no other part
of Yugoslavia where the Russians are held in such
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great affection. The Partisans, when they first
came, were almost universally welcomed by a peo-
ple who take more naturally to arms than almost
any other. Yet today there is nowhere where the
Partisans are more hated.

There is only one piece of evidence which appears
to show that Mihailovic was himself ever in direct
contact with the Italians. It is said that there exists
a photograph of him in the company of Italian of-
ficers in Dubrovnik. Mihailovic, according to his
own stat .ement, was,- at the time that he was sup-
posed to be in Dubrovnik, many miles distanf from
,that place and in the company of a British officer,
who never left him during the course of many
months. Mihailovic gave the name of this officer,
who has, it appears, since returned to London. Not
all "documentary" evidence can be disposed of in
this way, as every professional liar knows only too
well.

The Partisans have, of course, also accused Mi-
hailovic of collaborating with the Germans. Mi-
hailovic certainly has many agents in the ranks of
the various organizations controlled by Nedic, who
administers Serbia for the Germans. It has even
been argued that the circumstance that Nedic's
troops fight badly against Mihailovic, but with
more energy against Tito, indicates that the former
is both a traitor and a reactionary. This is a fan-
fastic argument, not to be taken seriously. Nedic's
troops are Serbs and they may -believe that the Par-
tisans have done more harm to their compatriots
than has Mihailovic.
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The Partisans say that there is a mass of "docu-
mentary evidence" to show that Mihailovic has col-
laborated with the Germans. This is a commodity
which is usually in good supply where there is a
demand for it. Tito's envoy, Velebit, is said to
have brought a great deal of such evidence with him
to London, but none of it has ever been published.
Moreover, Mr. Churchill, in the last speech in
which he explained his preference for the Partisans
over Mihailovic, made exactly the same complaints
against the latter, and in almost identical terms, as
he had done many months before Velebit's arrival.

The Partisans have accused Mihailovic's comn-
manders in Dalmatia and West Bosnia, Djuic and
Drenovic, of collaborating with the Germans. Mi-
hailovic has heard of this accusation and has sent a
reply. He says that some Serbs in these districts,
who did not belong to his organization, had sought
weapons from the Germans to defend themselves
against the Partisans, and that he had instructed
Djuic and Drenovic to do what they could to per-
suade them to withdraw into the mountains and to
break off all contact with the enemy. Mihailovic
has always regarded the Germans as his principal
enemies; and so, indeed, have all the Serbs.
Djukanovic, who fought the Partisans with Italian
arms, escaped into the mountains as soon as Ger-
man garrisons replaced Italian ones in Montenegro.

Most of the accusations that Mihailovic, from
reactionary motives, has collaborated with the Ger-
mans, have been made since it has become probable
that Germany would lose the war. Yet no one de-
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nies that when Mihailovic first organized resistance
to the Germans, they were still overwhelmingly
powerful and almost universally expected to gain
the final victory. His motive is said to he a desire
to re-establish the domination of Yugoslavia by the
Belgrade clique, or at least to restore Serb hege-
mony. This motive is just simply attributed to him
and no proofs are offered. But even if he were in-
spired by the blackest motives, he could hardly hope,
at this stage of the war, to accomplish them with
the help of the Germans. The Serbs anxious to
dominate Yugoslavia would have done well to come
to terms with Hitler immediately after the fall of
France. He might, at that time, have been willing
to buy military concessions in the Balkans at the
price of handing over the Croats to the mercy of the
worst elements in Belgrade. Since March 27th,
1941 the Serbs have had nothing to expect from the
Germans either victorious or defeated.

Mihailovic throughout 1942 and 1943, sent a
whole series of telegrams to the Yugoslav Govern-
ment in London describing the actions fought by his
troops against the Germans, Bulgarians and Italians.
These actions have been, on the whole, on a small
scale since the end of 1941, but' they have been
frequent. It is not true that Mihailovic has been
inactive; nor is it his fault that the Allies have long
since ceased to give publicity to -his communiques.
He has repeatedly explained his tactics, his motives
and his needs. When he sought to reduce the loss
of life by adopting the tactics which he found best
suited to the circumstances, he counted on the sym-
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pathy and understanding of his British Allies, who
saw in Russia's predicament no good reason for the
premature invasion of Europe.

If, today, Mihailovic is reproached for his in-
activity, in London, so, until quite recently, was
Mr. Churchill reproached in Moscow. It was not
until nearly three years after Hitler's invasion of
Russia, that the two richest countries in the world,
having spent many thousands of millions of pounds
on equipping their troops, launched an attack which
was on a sufficient scale to be accepted in Moscow
as a Second Front. Yet, with so many human
lives at stake, what sensible man will argue that
Mr. Churchill was wrong in withstanding Russian
pressure for all that time?

III.
SINCE THE FALL OF ITALY

The Italian capitulation had two main conse-
quences in Yugoslavia. It persuaded everyone that
the Allies would win the war, and it made possible
the sending of help to the resistance movements.

Their geographical position near the Dalmatian
coast, and, above all, the propaganda which Russian
support had made so effective, ensured that prac-
tically all this help should go to the Partisans, who
also got the lion's share of the arms laid down by
the Italian troops, most of whom had operated near
the areas dominated by Tito's forces.

The Partisans were thus greatly strengthened
at a time when an Allied invasion of Yugoslavia
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was daily expected, and when everyone in that coun-
try believed, as a result of the broadcasts from
London, that Britain was about to abandon Mi-
hailovic. All, therefore, who wished to join the
victors on the eve of victory-among them not a
few Ustashis-decided to throw in their lot with
the Partisans. For the first time since their lead-
ers took up arms against the Germans, the great
majority of the Partisan troops were not .Serbs.

The Patisans did their best to take advantage
of the favourable turn of events. For a short time,
they controlled not only a large part of Bosnia,
but most of Dalmatia, and, in areas rather distant
from their main theater of operations, parts of Slo-
venia and Istria. The Allies, however, sent no
troops into the Balkans, and it was not long before
the Germans succeeded in establishing themselves
in the districts which only the collapse of Italy had
enabled the Partisans to capture. All the more im-
portant ports and inland towns were soon in their
hands. The Germans, of course, had not sufficient
forces at their disposal to garrison the smaller
towns and to police the country districts. The Par-
tisans, therefore, retained their hold on considera-
ble districts. The recent successful attack of a hat-
talion of Bavarian parachutists on the headquarters
of a military organization, said to be 250,000 strong
and to dominate over a quarter of Yugoslavia,
throws considerable light on the real value of the
claims made on behalf of Marshal Tito. The Par-
tisans have recently kept more men under arms
than has Mihailovic, partly because it is their policy
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to do so, and partly because both the Italians and
the Allies have supplied them with the necessary
weapons. Yet, since the first month or two after
Badoglio capitulated, the Partisans have never en-
gaged more than a small proportion of the German
troops in Yugoslavia. Many of these troops would
be in Yugoslavia even if there were no guerrillas
in that country, especially, since the Allies landed
in Italy, along the Dalmatian coast. There are
also many German troops stationed in areas in
which there are practically no Partisans, the strong-
est concentrations being along the Vardar-Morava
route which runs through Prc-1914 Serbia, where,
except in the Macedonian south, Mihailovic is in-
comparably stronger than Tito.

The many advantages which fell to their lot be-
fore the Germans could recover their positions in
the Balkans in September, 1943, did not enable the
Partisans to make any headway in Serbia and Mon-
tenegro, in spite of the fact that it was known they
were supported by the British as well as the Rus-
sians. Nor, indeed, did they gain ground in any
Serbian district where Mihailovic was strong, al-
though their new arms and recruits enabled them
to take the offensive everywhere. Yet it is claimed
that, long before Badaglio capitulated, the Parti-
sans were already stronger than their rivals and
were winning over the Serbian people from them.
Since then, their armies are supposed to have grown
at such a rate that the proportion of Serbs in them,
instead of being 8o per cent, has sunk to less than
5o per cent, and that in spite of the fact that many
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of the new recruits are said to be Serbs. Yet the
Partisans, except for occasional raids, have made no
appreciable gains, either in Serbia or old lM/onte-
negro, traditionally the most pro-Russian and pro-
British parts of Yugoslavia, old Allies of the last
war, to whom British propaganda was primarily
addressed during the few weeks of the spring of
1941, when it was still thought profitable to flatter
the Serbs.

It is said that Mihailovic has now become com-
pletely inactive. He has certainly not had the op-
portunities of the Partisans, but the Yugoslav Au-
thorities in London continue to receive his tele-
grams in which he describes the activities of his
troops. For instance, in 'a -telegram received in No-
vember, 1943, he claims that his troops captured
f rom the enemy Berane, Andrijevica, IKo-
lasin, Foca, Priboj, Kelinovik, Gacko, Zvornik,
Rogatica, Preca, Rudo, and Visegrad, as well as
other small towns. His commanders left small gar-
risons in these places, which were later attacked and
captured by the Partisans, who afterwards, how-
ever, failed to hold them against the Germans. Mi-
hailovic also asserts that there have been actions
fought by his troops which British broadcasts and
newspaper reports have ascribed to the Partisans.
One of Mahailovic's commanders who was recently
in London but whose visit was hardly mentioned
in the papers, claimed to have heard the B.B.C.
announce the capture of a town by the Partisans
two or three days after he had himself taken it. He
gave the name of the British officer who was with
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him at the time and who also heard the B.B.C.
announcement. Indeed, Mihailovic, aware of the
campaign conducted against him, has lately made it
a practice to give the names, wherever possible, of
Allied officers present during actions fought by his
troops. His communiques, however, are no longer

F published in this country, though they reach the
Yugoslav Authorities in London through Allied
channels. But they are published in the United
States, where American officers attached to his
staff, who have recently returned from Yugoslavia,
have denied both that Mihailovic is a traitor and
that he is inactive.

A National Congress, to which all the more im-
portant Yugoslav parties, with the exception of the
Croat Peasant Party and, of course, the Commun-
ists, sent delegates, was held in Yugoslavia in Jan-
uary of this year. The President of the Congress
was Dr. Zivko Topalovic, the leader of the Yugo-
slav Social Democrats. The delegates voted resolu-
tions in favour of a democratic federal Yugoslavia
and expressed their confidence in General Mihailo-
vic. At about the same time, representatives of the
three main Slovene parties, the People's Party, the
Liberal Progressives and the Slovene Socialist Par-
ty, issued a joint declaration protesting against the
methods of the Partisans and declaring their loyalty
to the Royal Yugoslav Government. The Central
National Committee attached to Mihailovic's or-
ganization have repeatedly declared themselves in
favour of a democratic and, federal constitution for
Yugoslavia. Mihailovic himself has often done so
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and has also rejected the barbarous theory that the
Croats as a people are collectively responsible for
the Ustashi massacre. All this, say the opponents of
Mihailovic, may mean very little. But it may also
mean a great deal. There is no more than Tito's
word for it that the old political parties have lost
the support of the masses, which he now possesses.

Yet in spite of all this, circumstances have made
Mihailovic primarily a Serb. Indeed, it is because
he is by far the most powerful leader of a people,
so many of whomn have been murdered by the Us-
tashis, that the majority of the Croats, the innocent
compatriots of the murderers, fear him. The1 be-
lieve that the Serbs hate them, and they know that,
before the W~ar, there were about nine Serbs to
every five Croats in Yugoslavia. Tito, himself a
Croat, rejected by the Serbs, armed and supported
by the Allies, has certain ohvious attractions for
them. The Partisans have only recently gained
ground among the Croats, to whiom their methods
are far less well known than to the Serbs. More-
over, the very fact that be is receiving help from
the Brtish and the Americans may cause many
Croats to believe that Tito must moderate his
views and alter his methods. Besides, the more the
Serbs reject him?, the more he needs the Croats, and
the gr-eater the concessions he will be willing to
make. These attractions and possibilities exist,
though there is still no indication that the Croatian
people as a whole have gone over to Tito. Whether
they wvill eventually come to terms with him will
probably depend upon whether or not be continues
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to enjoy exclusive Allied support.
Meanwhile, the Allies have certain obligations

to Yugoslavia. The Yugoslavs who, in 1941, per-
formed the services that created those obligations
are not likely to receive the reward. But so long
as diplomacy can secure that those who do receive
it are Yugoslavs and have the blessing of the of fi-
cial Yugoslav Government, the appearances will
have been preserved.

In a recent speech, Mr. Churchill said he did
not know% what would happen in "the Serbian sec-
tion of Yugoslavia." Does he remember what hap-
pened there in 1941?

The Allies claim that, after the war, the Yugo-
slays must settle their own future. Meanwhile,
however, they send arms to only one of the two
Resistfance Movements which have appeared in Yu-
goslavia. There is good evidence that the Move-
ment they do niot support enjoys the confidence of
the majority of the Serbs; while the recent attacks
of the Partisans on Macek and other leaders of
the Croatian Peasant Party, accusing them of col-
laboration with Mihailovic, suggest that they are
still largely opposed by what was, before the war,
much the biggestf Croatian political party. Do the
Allies really believe that by sending arms to an or-
ganization which is opposed by very many Yugo-
slays, possibly by a great majority of them, while
they withdraw all support from their rivals, they
will enable the Yugoslavs to decide their political
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future? Most of the Partisans are not Commru-
nists, but their effective leaders are, and so is the
only organized and disciplined political party among
them. The recent history of Europe provides suffi-
cient evidence as to whether or not the Commu-
nists, when they are in a position to use force, em-
ploy democratic methods and tolerate those whose
political opinions differ fundamentally from their
own.

At the end of the last war, the Allies allowed
certain Serbian politicians to impose a Yugoslavia
with a unitary constitution on the other South Slav
peoples. History has demonstrated their foolish-
ness, although th Serbs outnumber the Croats and
Slovenes put together. It will be even more foolish
to attempt to settle the Yugoslav problem without
taking into account the wishes of the great majoritfy
of the Serbian people. Mihailovic is today the only
leader who is really trusted in Serbia proper and in
the older part of Montenegro. His position among
the peasants of those provinces, the only Yugoslavs
who were able to gain their independence by fight-
ing for it, is growing stronger and not weaker as a
result of the false news published about him in a
country, which now has many powerful Allies but
in the spring of 1941 could find no one in Europe
to fight with her except the Greeks, the Serbs and
the Slovenes. Those who publish this false news
may do so in all good faith, but, whatever their
motive, the harm is done. The evidence is that the
Serbs believe they are being abandoned by the Great
Powers and that the Germans are doing their best
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to persuade them that such is the case. It is sign if i-
cant that the Germans, who are on the spot and
who presumably know the real situation, treat the
abandonment of }i/ihailovic as if it were the aban-
donment of the Serbs. The Serbs have been aban-
doned on several occasions in their history, and they
know that no Great Power is so powerful as to he
able always to secure justice for its Allies. But a
Nation known for its love of justice, although it
may not be strong enough to impose justice on the
world, can always refrain from injuring the pride
of those of its friends whose rights it is unable to
Protect.

It is useless to gird at MXihailovic for his al-
leged inactivity. He is the trusted leader of the
most warlike of the Yugoslav peoples. Yet it is pre-
cisely what makes him unpopular in certain circles
outside Yugoslavia, namely, his reluctance to risk
their lives except for the real advantage and with
the approval of his own people, which most recom-
mends him to the Serbs.

The difficult but ohivous solution is a compro-
mise, but the compromise, to be genuine, must in-
clude Mihailovic. It must include him as a free
and equal partner, the recognized leader of the ma-
jority of the most numerous of the Yugoslav peo-
ples, the loyal ally of the British and the sincere
friend of Russia.

JOHN PLAMENATZ.

LONDON, JUNE, 1944.
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PRES IDENT
OF THE UNITED STATES

MARCH 16, 1945

YALTA CONFERENCE PROVISIONS
AS AFFECTING THE SERBS

IN YUGOSLAVIA



MJ/emorandum to the President:

MEMORAN DUM
TO THE

PRES IDENT
OF THE

UNITED STATES

This mem~orandum is respectfully submitted io the
President of the United States, Franklin D. Roosevelt, by
the following American organizations: The Serbian
Eastern Orthodox Diocese of the United States and Can-
ada, with the Diocesan See at Libertyville, Illinois; the
Serb National Federation, a fraternal and cultural or-
ganization, wish headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pennsylva-
nia, and the Serbian National Defense Council of Amer-
ica, a war relief organization with headquarters in Chi-
cago, Illinois, representing almost the entire American
citizenry of Serbian descent.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
MARCH 12, 1945
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MR. PRESIDENT:
After heari ng the Report to the Nation on the historic Yalta Con-

ference, as given the joint session of the United States Senate and
House of Representatives, the American citizens of Serbian descent most
enthusiastically join other millions of Americans in expressing our grati-
tude for your strenuous efforts dedicated to suffering humanity. Mr.
President, you, as our Commander-in-Chief, have fully defined the fu-
ture couyrse of our country toward the war-torn world and the enslaved
nations everywhere.

In behalf of this great country, you have accepted full responsibil-
ity for the restoration of liberties and freedom to all enslaved peoples,
and for our participation in the future moulding of a better world,
based on democratic principles and a just peace for all nations, with
freedom to all peoples.

WNe are confident that the fruit of your labors at Yalta is also jubi-
lantly greeted by all subjugated peoples of Europe, and particularly the
Serbians, who place their greatest confidence in you, Mr. President.
They again direct all their hopes and prayers toward our shores for
full restoration of their lost liberties. The earlier fears, based on the
presumption that America was unconcerned in European political prob-
lems, that the small nations were deserted, and that their destinies and
liberties were left to their own fate, have now disappeared.

As representatives of Americans of Serbian descent, and as the only
free people of that race, for whom it is possible to freely express the
grave realities confronting the Serbian nation in the future construc-
tion of a better world, we are fully conscious of that sacred duty and
responsibility. As spokesmen in their behalf, we turn to you, Mr.
President. Upon our shoulders rests the great responsibility, whether
over 8,ooo,ooo enslaved Serbs will again have their freedom to live as
free men, to worship their Creator according to their belief, and to share
fully in the great promise held out to enslaved nations, in the noble pro-
visions of the Yalta Conference to which you, Mr. President, have
subscribed in our behalf, to-wit:

"The establishment of order in Europe and the rebuilding of
national economic life must be achieved by processes which will en-
able the liberated peoples to destroy the last vestiges of Nazism and
Fascism and to create democratic institutions of their own choice.
This is a principle of the Atlantic Charter-the right of all'peo ples
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to choose the form of government under which they will live-the
restoration of sovereign rights and self-government to those peoples
who have been forcibly deprived of them by the aggressor nations.

"To foster the -conditions in which the liberated peoples may
exercise these rights., the three governments will jointly assist the
people in any European liberated state or former Axis satellite state
in Europe where, in their judgment, conditions require (a) to es-
tablish conditions of internal peace; (b) to carry out emergency
measures for the relief of distressed peoples; (c) to form interim77
governmental authorities broadly repesentative of all democatic ele-
mnents in the population and pledged to the earliest possible estab-
lishment through free elections of governments responsive to the
will of the people; and (d) to facilitate where necessary the hold-
ing of such elections."

In accord with the above provisions, please permit us to refer
certain facts to you, facts which millions of Serbs in Yugoslavia, and in
exile, are unable to submit. We are fully confident you will give these
facts their due consideration.

The present affairs in Yugoslavia are tyrannically administered by
agencies of Marshal Joseph (Tito) Broz, established by the liberated
troops of the Red Army, not in conformity with democratic principles
nor with the will of the democratic Serbian people. The presentý admin-
istration is partisan (one party rule). If it is permitted to continue to
function in its present state only those in the good graces of Marshal
Tito will be allowed to enter into the mock democratic government.
According to all indications, it will remain dictatorial because it does
and will exclude from participation all other representatives who are
not co-believers in the partisan-commun-ist movement of Joseph (Tito)
Broz. It excludes from it Serbians of the National Democratic Com-
mittee, followers of General Draza Mihailovich, who resisted the invad-
ers, but were not in the embodiment of the partisan-communist move-
ment.

In his terroristic government, Tito has set up a court of his own
selection for the extermination of all political enemies and the execution
of all intellectual giants of the Serbian nation whose names may not
mean much to the outside world, but to the Serbians are historically
famous. Serbian prototypes of Mark Twain, Will Rogers, George Ade,
Carter Glass, General John J. Pershing, Jane Addams and even Gen-
eral Douglas MacArthur are proclaimed traitors to the Allied cause.
Many have already been executed, while others are in hiding, or in exile.
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They are left with no alternative but either to join the partisan-com-
munist movement and eventually face execution, or remain in exile in
destitution. Meanwhile, their families in the homeland face the same
fate in retaliation. It is an anti-Serbian government because it is not
only maliciously falsifying the just struggle of the Serbian nation, de-
stroying the traditional Serbian ideals, dissecting the Serbian nation and
dividing the country (wherein Serbs comprise the majority) into inde-
pendent states and placing the same under the control of the common
enemies, but, in addition, is razing the very foundation upon which the
Serbian nation was founded, demolishing the economic life of Serbian
peasantry and changing the very basis of Serbian culture. It is also anti-
national because it is subjugating the sacred national interests under the
interests of a certain international organization, whose orders it obeys.

Mr. President, with the dawn of freedom in sight for all small
enslaved nations, the Serbian people, who paid so dearly for their -inde-
pendence, cannot and will not now accept mock liberation. -It is now
being forced upon them as such at the cost of nearly two million 'lives,
as well as its honor, tradition, culture and religious structure, by those
who have done the least to build, preserve and protect it.

The Tito-Subasich Government is a poor guarantee of faithful and
just fulfillment of the provisions of the Atlantic Charter for the fol-
lowing reasons:

(a) Because it has ascended to power and rule over the land by means
of terror, and means contrary to democratic principles and the will
of the people;

(b) Because the promise of freedom of speech, press and religion is
guaranteed only through a single-party organization and "to be ex-
erc-ised through the organization." This is undemocratic control
and a communistic technique which will forcefully enslave the
democratic peoples of Yugoslavia;

(c) Because the Tito-Subasich Government has usurped all powers and
has set itself up as a court, judge and jury in determining nabional
policy, war guilt and collaborationism, without the will and sanction
of the people. It has proclaimed the national hero and the undis-
puted leader of the Serbian people, General Draza Mihailovich, a
traitor. At present, it is sentencing and executing all those who have
collaborated with General Mihailovich against the Germans and
enemy invaders. It is executing all Chetniks and their sym~pathizers
which, in reality, means the extermination of practically the entire
Serbian populace:
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(d) Because the Tito-Subasich Government has forcefully -ordered all
Yugoslav citizens, soldiers, officials and diplomats in exile to re-
turn and submit to its rule, a rule not of their choice. Their return
means either submission or execution;

(e Because over 15o,000 Yugoslav war prisoners, practically all Serb-
ians who fought on the side of the Allies, will he forced to return
to their homeland and compelled to submit to a rulership not of
their choice;

(f) Because only such Serbians of communistic beliefs, who comprise
a small minority, or those who for self-salvation, and through terror,
had to accept forceful servitude to this undemocratic regime, are in-
cluded in the Tito-Subasich Government, and will be included in
the interim parliament;

(g) Because partisan (one-party) governmental control is poisonous
seed for continuous battles and disorders in the country, which the
ruling government with Tito at -its head will endeavor to quell with
power and force. This will mean killing, persecution and extermi-
nation of all those not in agreement with his ideals and political pro-
gram. In that event, a similar fate awaits those Serbians who, on
March 27, 1941, by their action declared Yugoslavia on the side of
western democracies, who fought under and remained loyal to
General Draza Mihailovich;

(h) Because all those who do not share political convictions of the
partisan-communist movement of Marshal Tito and Subasich will
be barred from participating in the future and destiny of their
country and its people;

(i) Because all who justly will ask for puhishment of criminals who
caused the massacre of over Soo,ooo innocent Serbian people in
Croatia, mostly by the co-patriots of Croats, Marshal Joseph (Tito)
Broz and Dr. Ivan Subasich, will be barred from participation in
the government;

(j) Because in the very organization of AVNOY (the official party
of Tito-Subasich) and in the partisan leadership are to he found
persons who will enter the future parliament and government, who
have comm~itted bestial atrocities against the- Serbian people, as in
the case of the former Ustashi chieftain, Suleman Filipovich, and
others;

(k) Because Marshal Tito, at the expense of the Serbian populace, is
carrying on conferences with Bulgaria for confederation which, in
reality, is the annulment of the armistice terms between Bulgaria
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and the Allies. The creation of an independent Macedonia, under
Bulgaria's sphere of influence, annuls the terms of Allied armistice,
whereby Bulgaria is to renounce all confiscated territories and pay
war indemnity caused by destruction and occupation;

(1) Because the Tito-Subasich partisan-communistic-Croat rulership is
dismembering Old Serbia and Macedonia, from where the Bulga-
rians have expelled over 12o,ooo Serbians, as well as all Serbian
Eastern Orthodox Bishops, and clergy who succeeded in escaping
massacre. This is cited in the Carnegie Institute publication "Axis
Rule in Occupied Europe." Through such pacts and combinations,
religious freedom becomes a sham and the Serbian Eastern Ortho-
dox Church a-kain becomes a victim of collaborators of Nazism;

(in) Because criminals, who committed crimes against the innocent
,Serbian women, children, the aged and the clergy, in Croatia and
other parts of Yugoslavia, will not be brought before the proper
tribunal for their atrocities and war guilt, but will find a haven in
the ranks of partisan-communists to continue, by official sanction,
the final extermination of the Serbian people. These criminals now
form the backbone, strength and mass support of the Tito-Subasich
Government.
Mr. President, the undemocratic and terroristic process of the

administration of affairs in Yugoslavia under the Tito-Subasich Gov-
ernment, as well as the process of setting up the interim government
of their own choice which would mould a state of their ideals-without
the will of the people-is in total violation of justice and all moral and
human freedom.

We plead with you, Mr. President, that all the terms and bene-
fits provided in the Atlantic Charter and the Yalta Conference he
applied to Yugoslavia, and to the Serbian people, who voluntarily
entered this war for the furtherance of the very ideals on which the
historic document and the historic conference are based, and which have
given a new hope to humanity.

The Serbian people of Yugoslavia accepted the promises of its
Allies, the western democracies, as sincerely spoken and given pledges,
that their freedom will be restored. They justly hold America and the
other Allied nations responsible for their fulfillment before God and
the nations, which can be attained only through the following:
i. That an Inter-Allied Commission be urgently established or dele-

gated to Belgrade, which will, with the Regency appointed, bring
a decision on the creation and composition of the interim govern-
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ment and temporary parliament, representative of the will of the

people and based upon the democratic principles of the Yalta proc-
lamation.

2. That the Inter-Allied Commission in Belgrade, upon total liberation
of the country, supervise free elections within the provisions of the
Atlantic Charter and the Yalta proclamation for the Constituent
Assembly.

3. That the Inter-Allied Commission in the interest of future world
peace and in justice to enslaved Serbian people, their honor, integrity
and future, immediately, in accord to his repeated requests and
pleas place General Draza Mihailovich under the Allied Com-
mand, that he and his gallani5 forces may participate in defeating the
common enemy. This, he has justly deserved, after his previous con-
tributions and heroic resistance to German hordes; and after his
immeasurable aid to the Allied cause by saving and evacuating a
large number of American and other Allied airmen and who, with
his heroic forces, has without interruption, fought for almost four

years for the freedom of his country.

Mr. President, only through an Inter-Allied Commission will
America and the world give Yugoslavia's people true liberation, and
only through an Inter-Allied Commission will the Yalta provisions be
fulfilled justly and honorably.

Mr. President, we are fearful that, unless an Inter-Allied Com-
mission for Yugoslavia be established immediately, with American rep-
resentation, the provisions of the Atlantic Charter and the Yalta proc-
lamation will remain an empty promise toward small democratic peo-
ples, and particularly the Serbians. The miscarriage of justice in that
country will reflect upon our accepted responsibility. Our guarantee
for their freedom, if not fulfilled, will remain a blot on the heretofore
unbesmirc'hed face of our beloved country.

The Suffering Serbs Plead for Justice and Salvation!

Serbian Eastern Orthodox Diocese of the United States and Canada
RT. REV. BISHOP DJONISIYE

Serbiarn National Defense
Council of America Serb National Federation

M. M. DUCHICH, L. C. CHRISTOPHER,
President Supreme President
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TRUE CONDITIONS IN
YUGOSLAV IA

REPORTED AS OF APRIL 7, 1945

"A "HAPPY SOLUTION" IN A STATE WHEREIN
"A SUPPOSEDLY MODEL DEMOCRACY IS BEING
PRACTICED UNDER "MARSHAL" TITO'S RULE

- - - by - - -

Louis C. CHRISTOPHER,

National President, Serb National Federation
Pittsburgh, Pa.

The information contained herein is permitted to be used as news ma-
terial in general, or in any part, as a quotation from the writer, on or
after April 20, 1945.



TRUE CONDITIONS IN YUGOSLAVIA

T HE PRESENT STATE OF AFFAIRS in Yugoslavia, as reach-
in~g America through channels which are authentic, greatly con-

cern the American citizens of Serbian descent. This concern is more
aggravated for the reason that the undemocratic, supposed "Utopia",
now existing in Yugoslavia will reflect upon kinfolk here in this great
democratic country.

We are deeply interested in preserving the foundation of democ-
racy among theAmerican citizens of Serbian descent -in this country.
Our religious institutions, our fraternal organizations, our social and
cultural bodies in America, will be affected if, in Yugoslavia, the
present regime of an admitted communist, Joseph (Tito) Broz, is
preserved, supported and promulgated to retain his grip on the demo-
cratic and liberty-loving peoples of that country by the very government
ot the United States, which has promised the state of Yugoslavia,
and the peoples of that state, restoration of its freedom.

'With this in view, we present the following facts as they have
been reported to us since the supposed "liberation" of Yugoslavia and
the Tito-Subasich Agreement, whereby Tito has taken over the absolute
rulership of the country:

The actual 'conditions in Yugoslavia have been systematically
screened-off from the outside world, for the purpose of accomplishing
total subjugation of the liberty-loving peoples to the principles of corn-
rnunism, absolutism and totalitarianism.

(a) The Tito-Subasich government has excluded representatives of the
American Press from entering the country to report the true con-

ditions and state of affairs in the country. The existing conditions
are in total violation of all democratic principles, terms of the At-
lantic Charter, as well as of the provisions of the Yalta Conference.

(b) During normal times, prior to the present war, about fifty accred-
ited press representatives from foreign lands made their headquar-
ters in Yugoslavia. The principal American news agencies, and
many of our larger American newspapers, had their permanent

representatives within the state, with offices in Belgrade. They
kept the world informed on conditions and news of that country.

Now, since Tito came to power, all requests of the New York
Times, Herald-Tribune, Associated Press, United Press and other
wire agencies have been ignored. Thus the American Press is kept in
the dark on conditions in Yugoslavia. Not only is this state of af fairs

damaging to the future democratic formula for the future world

peace, but it is a gross insult to the American Press and people.

(c) Six newspaper correspondents, permitted to enter the country, are
hand picked. Even they, at times, reveal in their reports a totalita-

n~an and terroristic rulership within that country. A certain Reuter
News representative who, particularly, was communistically in-
clined, and two' Canadian representatives who are enjoying specific
favors and particular friendship of the officialdom-and four Rus-
sian correspondents, are the only sources for transmittal of news
from Yugoslavia. One of the Canadian correspondents has been
silenced, while another is writing for an obscure and insignificant
weekly publication.

Here are some of the events which have been deeply screened be-
hind the supposed "liberation and democratic" government of the pres-
ent Tito-Subasich regime :

Trro's GOVERNMENT does not permit a single citizen of the "lib-
erated" country the right to postal communications with the outside
-ý,orld. Neither are postal communications permitted to enter Yugo-
slavia from the outside world, particularly from the United States,
Canada and Great Britain. Not even the most ordinary communica-
tion of a family nature (messages familiaux), are permitted, as handled
through the Red Cross which, however, is permissible even in enemy
territories. Hundreds of thousands of Americans of Serbian descent
have family ties in Yugoslavia, with whom it is impossible to commu-
nicate, while in Italy, and other liberated countries, communications
through telegraphic and postal channels were speedily established.

CIVILIAN TRAVEL within the country is strictly prohibited, and it
is totally impossible for a citizen to leave the country. This prohibition
is not due to military or congested transportational conditions, but
purely political, in order that the world may not learn of true conditions
within that country. Several strictly partisan and trusted persons have
been permitted to leave the country a few weeks ago. When the trusted
missionaries arrived in Italy, they refused to return to the "liberated
homeland." Citizens of Allied nations are prohibited to enter Yugo-
slavia, with the exception of those of Soviet Russia.

A minimum number of military and diplomatic personnel of the
United States Government are allowed, and those who are admitted
are practically confined to Belgrade. The only Americans who have
actually seen the conditions, and have returned, are 'the American air-

men who, through unfortunate circumstances, -were forced to land

within the country.
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Various relief and religious missionaries, as well as divers organiza-
tions (Quaker, Unitarian Service, Y. M. C. A., American Red Cross,
Relief Fund, etc.), are totally barred from entering or touring the
counfry. UNRRA Agency's difficulties are only too well known to
mention here. They have not been permitted to enter Yugoslavila for
relief purposes except upon the explicit terms of Tito's -government.
The UNRRA members are acting only as stockmen, and not as admin-
isfrative functionaries within Yugoslavia.

SUSPENSION OF ALL NEWSPAPERS and publications in Yugoslavia
has been carried out, with the exception of Communist Party and
the government-controlled publications, and even these newspapers are
not permitted outside of the country. (The writer has received several
issues of such publications through underground channels.)

'While American Press Associations and publishers are sponsoring
a Free Press Movement throughout the world, Tito's Yugoslav regime
has re-established a total blackout of news in Yugoslavia. While the
blackouf exists, the following false facts are being presented to the
American public and press:

THAT Yugoslavia (or at least, a great portion of the na-
tion) is liberated.

THAT democracy and model freedom has been established.

THAT the present regime is partial to America.
THAT economic, social, cultural and political regulations

and readjustments are being carried out.

THAT all of the above is contributing to -the establishment
and maintenance of a just peace in the Balkans.

Such portrayal of conditions is totally incorrect and untruthful,
in all of its aforementioned forms. Propagandizing it in 'the Ameri-
can press is a means of victimizing and deceiving the American public.

(NO TE: The "runliberated'~ part of Yugoslavia is the puppet state

of Croatia, governed by Dr. Ante Pavelich. Croatia, where Pavelich

rules with the blessing of Hitler, remains faithful to Germany, with.-

no visible attempt on its part to liberatei itself. It is still in a state of

war withdAmerica and other Allied nations.)

ALL POLITICAL PARTIES ARE EXCLUDED from participation in the
Tito-Subasich Yugoslav Government, and all opposition is prohibited.

Pre-War Yugoslavia had six major parties (Serbian Radical,
Croatian Peasant, ' Slovenian Catholic, Democratic, Nationalistic and
Socialist), and several smaller decedent parties (Independents, two
Agrarians, etc.). None of the major parties are participating in Tito's
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regime. They have all been dissolved and expelled. The only party
permitted by Tito is the Communist Party. It actually rules as a su-
preme sovereign power with full control and void of any limitations. It
has falsely taken within its folds two or three minor leftist organiza-
tions, and designated them as "parties" representative of fallacious
democracy.

In the governmental portfolio posts, Tito has selected discredited
political figures who have been expelled by the parties to which they
supposedly owe allegiance (i. e., Subasich and. Kosanovich types).

"The only organized political party in liberated Yugoslavia
is the Communist Party. The other seven Yugoslav major par-
ties, legitimate before the war, have been disintegrated. It is
unlikely that old, rather discredited, party machines will be re-
stored. "-STOYAN PRIBICHEVICH, Jan. 27, 1945, in "The States-
nan and Nation," London.

Personal liberties and freedom of movement are either totally
curbed or extremely limited. The regulations are even more severe
now than during enemy occupation. Four weeks prior to this writing,

citizens were prohibited to move from one borough or ward to another

(within the capital), in "liberated" Yugoslavia.

THE ENTIRE YUGOSLAV REGULAR ARMY and its officer corps,
has been demohiized by special decree, and Tito's communist-partisan

forces have been designated and proclaimed as the Regular Yugoslav

Army. Their improvised officer corps has been placed in charge of the

army, with fantastic titles of "Generals, MX/ajor Generals, Lieut. Col-

onels, etc." Also, by decree and proclamation, the -entire new "Yugo-

slav Army" is now communistically-controlled and is responsible to the

Communist Party only. Communist-Partisan Commissars have been

added fo each -unit.

ALL GOVERNMENTAL constitutional and local authoritative

branches have been dissolved, even pre-war regular governmental agen-

cies have been eliminated. Tito has replaced them with newly-organized

soviets, so-called "odbors."

PERSONAL SAFETY of the citizens is at the mercy and will of Com-

munist Commissars.

A UNIQUE FORM OF JUSTICE is being established in "liberated"
parts of Yugoslavia. Trial proceedings are brief, followed by immedi-

ate executions. Two witnesses are sufficient for conviction of any type,

even death sentence. The courts are presided over by military com-

manders. As of January 31, 1944, over 6,ooo adherents of General
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M'ihailovich have been executed in Belgrade, and their properties con-
fiscated by Tito~s Government.

The entire population in the "liberation" territory is living in

terror. All criticism of the regime, whether written or spoken, is for-

bidden. Concentration camps and prisons are to be found everywhere.
Prison and death sentences are pronounced without the right of judicial

defense. It has been recorded that the average court procedures in such

cases have been completed in fifteen minutes.

TPito has also imported the regular Bulgarian Army, as occupa-

tional forces as well as for his personal protection against the indignant

"liberated" peoples. In central and northern Serbia, by use of strong-

arm and terroristic methods, the Bulgarian occupational troops are in

control of the country. Until recently, Bulgaria was an enemy nation,

and was at war with Yugoslavia, America and other United Nations.

ECONOMIC FREEDOM AND COMMERCE are destroyed. The Minister

of Commerce and thc Minister of Finance, both Communists, are com-

munizing the findustry, foreign commerce and the greater portion of do-

mestic business. In the meantime, the black market is flourishing.

TWENTY THOUSAND (20,000) Serbian children have been de-

ported to the enemy country, Bulgaria. This fact was emphasized when

the Belgrade newspapers featured the news under the pretext that they

were sent for nouiishment. A like number has been sent to Russia for

"ideological" education.

Tito's Yugoslav Government is totally absorbed in the activity of

forcefully establishing its dictatorship 'in place of establishing economnic

relationship with America and Great Britain, or in reconstructing the

economic life of the country, as is the case with France, Belgium,
Italy, Greece, etc.

UNRRA, AMERICAN RED CROSS and foreign relief agencies' aid

is undesirable to the Yugoslav Government, because it would obstruct

or impede its dictator'ial program.

The standards of living within that country threaten to sink to the

standards of the middle ages.

In bewilderment and terror, the populace wonders if the nation's

heroic stand of March 2 7th, 1941, lits alignment with the democratic

nations, and its struggle during the four years under occupational terror

of Hitlerism, is now to be replaced by Titoism. Whether this condi-

tion and situation means a contribution to the future world peace,

and the establishment of justice, is totally left to the judgment of the

reader.
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SEVERAL MOCK ELECTIONS were carried out in some parts of "lib-

erated" Yugoslavia (accordin g to the latest underground information
reaching us). These are conducted under the guard of TPito's forces

with poised tomrmyguns. No one is allowed to propose an opposing
candidate, thus, the elections are always "unanimous."~

DEMONSTRATIONS, for or against anything (as desired by the gov-

ernment) are instigated and organized among the teen-age youth by the

government, and such elements who seek special favors from Commis-

sars. Shouting demonstrators are rewarded with extra favors, while the
silent ones are placed under strict surveillance and even persecuted later.

Usually, when orders for demonstrations are issued, the threat is...
".we shall see whois for us and who is against- us!

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM and religious institutions, to a certain extent,
remain undisturbed (as of this writing) ; however, church weddings; as

well as civil marriages, are performed in the presence of the "odbor"

(Soviet) committees. (This regulation is of recent adoption.)

CHANGING OF SURNAMES is compulsory. In Macedonian sectors,

the traditional Serbian names ending with "ich" or "ovich" are being

changed to "ski" endings. Other systematic and well-planned practices

of internationalization and extermination of Serbian past life, history,

culture and honor, are being carried out.

INTELLECTUALS AND LEADING MEN and women of the Serbian

race are being imprisoned, and many executed for the sole reason that

they "were, or are, friends of General Mihailovich" or have "collab-

orated with General Mihailovich." Men, like Dr. Zec, president of the

Serbian Red Cross and member of the International Red Cross Board;

Gregorio Bozovich, writer and author; and thousands of others have

been executed since Tito's regime has taken over the "liberated" part

of Serbia.'

A recent issue of "Pravda," a daily newspaper, reaching us

through underground channels, shows a full-page display (in small six-

point type) of names of persons executed for collaboration with General

Mihailovich.

BELGRADE, THE CAPITAL of the country, with a former population
of over 400,000, has now shrunk to less than ioo~ooo. A great majority

have been exterminated, others deported into labor battalions in Ger-

many, while still others have taken refuge in the mountains and forests

with General Mihailovich.

IN SUMMARY, the foregoing is the true description of the condi-

tions in "liberated" Yugoslavia. It clearly demonstrates that the Tito-

-7--



Subasich Government and the present conditions in Yugoslavia have
nothing in common with either freedom or democracy. It parallels with
reports from 'those parts of Greece, which were held by the "ELAS"
(EAM), to which Prime Minister Churchill, of Great Britain, re-
ferred in his report to the Parliament, "that it is a regime of banditry,
terror, etc.. . .".The same condition exists in Yugoslavia, only every
effort has been put forth to stifle the truth.

Whether' the United States will partake in clarification of Mid-
East affairs, which also means the Balkans, is a question open to discus-
sion; but, undeniable and beyond any discussion is the fact that Ameri-
can public opinion should not be fooled permanently, with mislead-
ing'information of the situation in Yugoslavia, or in any smaller coun-
try, whose people have given their all for the cause of democracy and
justice.

L. C. CHRISTOPHER.

-8-



4~b~- A/(%~, C:

SUM1MATION OF REMARK~S BY LOUIS C. CHRISTOPýER'tGEIIAL-
CHAIRMAN, REPRE SENT I1\15
FOR UNITED~ AD2 EBi~J1LFDRTO N
AMERICAN-SRBA CUTAA

MONDAY,AI O~5a OE OENR S14FANTC

.1~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ - ------ ...

The San Francisco Conference is the last trench o`de~f~e~nrse'ýr<
for the little peoples of this war--or the front line trench for all!
the peoples of the next war--unless this all-important meeting of the-
peace delegates of the world does something beyond passive ratifica-,,,
tion of Dumbarton~ Oaks and Yalta,--which left the problems of Poland,;~ -Yugoslavia and. others unsolved.

--0---,

We have come to San Francisco to b2ightof the
AmericAn-7eb upon the sideq _-~right and justice; to-aldif- ossble,"-

'in ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~m th lrfcto fte e~eaeyn dled and distorted itrn i6Iva-adt do everything psil o4dthe -rfctoioQa justý. peacent fr-al~l.-th4ie-peoples Of te ~o~d --big a-ind li~t'tle6.-

Belgraqde, the capital of Yugoslavia, has shrunk from its
nearly 400,0oo population to about 50,000, according to our underground
sources. Tito's totalitarian government is carrying on the same purge
and exer~a~1 r f~~~din 1941 by Germans and was
carried on through the four years of-war.

All private enterprises have been placed in charge-of an"tOdborfl or commissars; properties are being siezed.

--- 0---

ELECTIONS are all unanimous, because they are held under asystem of one party and one candidate. Oppositions of' any kind are
totally eliminated.

--- 0---

Bulgarians,Hungarians,Albanian brigands and other pup-to-yesterday" enemies and terrorists are placed in charge of the country,
.because there are not enough of Partisans (Tito's followers) to keep
the country under subjugation.

--0---
Serbians in Yugoslavia have lost every ninth person, throughmassacre, civil war and internal purge, and in addition to that throughactual combat, bombardments, etc.,Serbian population in Yugoslavia has

been reduced from 8,200,000 to a little over 6,ooo,ooo.

3,000 soldiers and officers in England, over 30,000 in France,nearly a like number in Italy, tens of thousands in Egypt and over190,000 still in Germany as war prisoners and nearly 500,000 slavelaborers in Germany refuse to return to slavery under Tito-Subasichregime. It is a problem which must be solved justly and urgently by
MOULDERS OF FUTURE PEACE AND BETTER WORLD.

History records: -- That the Serbians always refused to sut~itto slaver , and fought for their libe~r~ vr50~a Thy~~~ as extr mely dangerous slvsues the are given thei.r
freedom for which they voluntarily joined the ranks of the allied
nations-against Fascist totalitarianism.

--- 0---.



Dr. Zivko T aj, author, labor leader, leading anti-
Fascist fighter for 36 y-ears, president of' the Yuygoslav National~
DMocratio~ Comte~ihaQa~Y40 nowfn It6aly -- repre-'

seiting GneI ~r~a M1~alovchand the Regular Yugoslav Army
has sent the following message to the UNCIO, through the committee
of American citizens of Serbian descent:

"WE REMAIN THE DEFENDERS OF LEGALITY AND LIBERTY OFYUGOSLAV PEOPLE. W-Z, -DO N~TRC~~ EADWILNTBB
TO THE REGIME ESTABLISHEDBYFRE

"WE, -RE T,,.T INT9fl-_ALLIZD_. INTERVENTION! THAT OUR LAND BE
GIVEN ITS FREEDOM AND TO GUARANTEE TO THE PEOPLE THE RIGHT
TO ESTABLISH ORDER WITHIN THE COUNTRY.

W__U ST TEAT ý,-A ,.COALITION 4-ýGOVERNMLENT IN ITS TR1JiE
SENSE BE ESTABLISHED IN THE COUNTRY UNDER THE SUPERVISION

O--A-NTEH-=A~tI'= CISSION; THAT BOTH FORCES OF NATIONAL
RESISTANCE BE RECOGNIZED AND ALL POLITICAL PARTIES MADE PART OF'
A COALITION GOVERNMENT.

"WE WILL GUARANTEE AND ASK THE SAME GUARANTEE THAT BOTH
FORCES OF RESISTANCE BE DEMOBILIZED AND FROM THAT POINT ON
A UNITED NEW ARMY BE CREATED UNDER THE INTER-ALLIED COMMlVISSION,
AND THAT UNDER THAT INTERALLIED COMMAISSION THE POLICE AND
ADMINISTRATIVE BRANCHES WILL BE CREATED,

?tWE DEMAND THAT UNDER THE INTER-ALLIED COMIV2iSSION A
GUARANTEE BE GIVEN THE PEOPLE, TjTgJ~EEERZ1aS
WILL BE HELD IN WHICH WILL BE ELECTED A CONSTITUTIONAL
PARLIAMENT AND FROM IT, A REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT OF ALL
PARTIES.''

We are also informed that these terms are backed by all of
the liberty-loving peoples of Yugoslavia, "because the present
fantastic and senseless solution is not acceptable and will be.opposed by force of regular Yugoslav Army,' which will not be sub-
jugated by several divisions,but by forty, fifty and more divisions."

LOUIS C. CHRISTOPHER
General Chairman'
Representing

SERBIAN EASTERN ORTHODOX DIOCESE
for UNITED STATES and CANADA

$ERB NATIONAL FEDERATION
and

AMZRICAN- SERBIAN CULTURALA
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Hotel Governor
San Francisco
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may 22, 1945w

UY dear Doctor Cherring,,ton:

Your request for all the documents o-f the United
Nations Conference on International Organization has
been referred t e

The burden of the heavy daily requirements of the
Cner~ence 0o do enaiocupled with shortages of

paper and manpower and tie expense of re~producing
thousands oft pages of C~onference documents, makes it
i-mpossible at this time to supply suchi documents to
libraries and the general public.

At a later date it is anticipated that the principal
Conference, documents wiill be made available in published
form to libraries and other, inerested institutions. Wle,
are, therefore, placing your request on, file for atten-
tion. after t'Vhe Conference.

I feel confident you will understand the difficulties
of, the present situation.

Sincerely yours,,

F~or the Secretary General:

T7, ITo Mc~rosky

Information. Officer

Dr. Pen Oherrington-,

Denver., Colorado,

IS: IOCU:ITkPR: JB



THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE

ON IJNTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION

OFFICE MEMO.

Dr. Ben Cherrington of the Univ. of Denver `called

in person on May 10 to file a request for all the documents

of the UNCIO to be distributed after the conference.

MAYD
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San Francisco
May 17, 19/45

Executive Secretary
United Nations Conference
San Francisco

Dear Sir:

The University of Denver wishes herewith to make formal
appicaMn forits- 7nei-r-n-7O'nal Relations Library to become

one of the depositories fo'r the documents of the United
Nations Conference.

The International Relations Library is a part of the
University's Social Science Foundation. As a specialized
library it-renders distinct services to the Rocky Mountain
Region, where it is the best-equipped library of its kind.
For many years the Foundation has maintained global subs crip-
tions to the publications of the League of Nations, the Inter-
national Labor Organization, to documents issued by such or-
Sanizations as the Royal Institute in London, The Council on
oreign Relations, the Institute of Pacific Relations, the

Foreign Policy Association, and similar organizations. We
also have the official documents of our Department of State
and of other foreign offices. Dr. Robert Gale Woolbert,
editor of the bibliographical section of Foreign Affairs,
is in charge of accessions to our library.

The additions to our International Relations Library of
the do~cuments of this Conference will be of great value in
bringing an understanding of this Conference and of the prob-
lems of international cooperation to the present and future
generations of the Rocky Mountain Region.

Sincerely yours

Ben M. Cherrington,.Chancellor
Loslant o the United tate

Delegation



Ben M. GJ
CHAN

Caleb 11.
ON LEAVE IN TH-

Un-rivE~rsity c~f IDenver ,
Colorado S eminaziy

LierrngtonDenver, CcAorado > 'Y rY' \
Gales Jr. fp

E ARED FRCESMay 20, 1945

Mrs. Ruth Wailes
Room 414, Veterans' Building
San Francisco, California

Dear Mrs. Wailes:

- Afler I had sent the enclosed request to the Exec-
utive Secretary of the United Nations Conference, I was
informed that you are the person who may be giving direct
attention to such matters.

For that reason I am asking your consideration noii
for the request stated in the accompanying letter. If
you desire any additional information about our Inter-
national Relations Library, I shall be glad to supply
it for you.

In the event that this should go to still a ýhird
person, may I ask your cooperation is seeing that it
reaches the proper office or that I am informed as to
the person with whom to correspond.

Sincerely yours

Ben M. Cherrington
Chancellor



$ San Pranaisdo
may 1?,7 1245

Exeeutive Secretary
¶Jrate& Nations Ooner enoo
.son rrancisico

Dear Sir:

The University ofP Denver wishes herewith to make f-onnal
applic~ation :ror Its InternatiorAl Relations, Library to become
one of the depositories for the docmi-ents Of the United
Nations Oonterenoe.,

The Iiiternational Relations Library Is a part of the
J-niversity' eSocial Scienae Foundation. As a specialized
tibrarj it renders distinct services to the Ro=1y V!ountain
Region*, where it Is the best-equipped library of Its kind,
For many y'ears the Foundation bas maintained global subscrip-
tions-to the publicoations of the League of Nationsg, the Inter-
national Labor Orgmanzatinon to documents Issued by such or-
pranzation: -as thle Royal Institute in London, TheOcolo
Voreign Relaltions., the Institutoa of Paoific Rlelationsj the
Foreign Policy Assoaiation, n similar organizations# We
also have the otfriial documents of our Department of State
and of other foreign offices, Dr;., Robert Gale Wacilbert,
editor of thie bibliographicaal section of Zatd reign s
is in charg4 of accessions to our library.

The additions to our Xntergational Relations Library of
the documents of this Qonference will be of g.reat value In
bringing ean understanding of this Conference and of the p rob-
lems of internoational cooperati-on to the present and future
generations of the Rockyr Mountain Region.

Sincerely yours

Br-on N. herrington, Chancellor
Consultnitý to0 the United States



14dear Mrs. Chance:

I acknowledges the receipt of your letter of
May 8, 1945, requesting copies of certain docu-
ments off the Un)itedlWations Conference.

Because Off the heavy daily requirements otf
the Conference for documentation and the shortages
of paper and manpower, together with the expense
involved in reproducing thousands or pages or such
documents, it Is regretted that It is impossible
to comply writh your request.

The evidence of your interest in the task
unidertaken ýat San Francisco is gratifying, and I
feel confidant you will understand the difficulties
off the present situation.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secreta-ry Greneral:

T, .

T, T. MeCrosky

Inf ormation Officer

Wes. Jancks on chance,#

1245. Sa r. -arino Avenue,#

San, MAarino 9$ California.

IS :IOCU:BITTNER:SGT



t.

Mty 21s 1945#

My dear, Miss Carmody

I enclose two copies of the list oft Delegates

to the Tjnited Nat .Ions Conference on International

Organization which. Mr. A.M., Tid-man requaested be

sent to you for the use of the Department of

Sincerely "Yours,*

For the Secretary General:

-T.I MoCROSKY~

T, T, ItoCroaky
ThformatIon Officer

List of Delegates*

Miss Charlotte L# Carmody,#
LibA;t4gd States Department of Commerce,

Washington 25, D. C.

IS :IOOUTý- TTNER:SGT



THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE

ON INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION

td~

Inforniation Office

2We have had a request from the United States flepartment of

Commerbe to send them two copies of the list of delegates --

resume they refer to the "blue book". I understand you take

ea of such requests.

~)40

Office of the erta y i'I A14Timn t.O

M. ida n.1



Le 19 mai 1945

Monsieur le CommiAssaire Reinal

J'ai Qlbonneur d'aaoueer r~fception du ts'le'gramme
que votas avez bien voulta ad~resser six Pre'sident de l~a
Oonte'rence doe Nations Union aua nomn dun certain aontre
do person-nalitefs et dOrgantsaticrns francaises et par
leque2. vous dernandez quo la Contdfrence prance des me-
stares tendant A renverser l~e gouvernernent tranquiste
d'IEsvagne.

Comme vous, le savdt sanes doute 1'objet essentiel
de la Confr~renoe do San Francisco eat d'e'tablir, diars
des conditions aussi satisfaisantes quo possible, la
Oharte d'une organlsation internationale uit assurera
le maintien do Ia paix et do la seouritt pour tous les
'oeuples dui nonde sans distinction do race, do couleur,
do religion, on de sexe. On no prevott ý)ss l'adoption
par la Oont4renoe de mesures relatives a la question
uit falt le sujet do votre teleigrainre.

Veuiflez agrdor, Monsieur le Commissvlre H4Ijgonal,
1'aseuranoe de mse sentiment's tr~e distingueds.

Pr. le Secre'taire Geniral,

tT. MoCrosky
Zntormation.Officer

M-onsieur Jean OAS5OU
Ceommissaire ?Mtgtonal. de la RgpubltquAe Fran9Exise

TOtLOU$, France



Monsieur le Gommissaire RANXonal,

J'ai l'honneur diaeouser reception du

t~l~gramr. que vous avez blen voulu adresser au Pre'sidert d4t

ri~u nwd un a n nombre de personnalit's et d'Qrganisations

franeaises et par lequel vous demandez que la Oonf4rence -d&e

Nai nio~ni~ aotdes mesures revre(e govree

Comme vous le save: sans doute

l'objet essentiel do la "onf~rence de S.F. est *a d'4tabliz',.da~d' la
busurL r~LUL,~ssi satinfai~eante~que possible saz ýharte

d une organisation Internationale a-e-uvam.t/e maintien do la

paix et de la se'eurite' pour tous lea peuples d~u monde sans

4&2&%rat.oin de rf~oe, deeolr e-rol-relig~eue-e ou de wexe.

I'-nA &= awde# mesures

relativemeati a la question qul. fait le sujet de votre te'legramme,

Veuillez agr~e4r, Monsieur le

Commissaire Re~gional, l1'assurance de mesksmknxaaxa~k&xa1kaa.
sentiments tres distingue's.

Pr. le Seare'taii General

T.T. Me Orosky
Inf'ormation Officer

Mvnsei ur Jean OASSOU
Commissaire Regional de la Republique Francalse

TOULOUSE~, France



(TO BE TRANSLATED INTO FRENCHT)

My dear Mr. Cassou:

I acknowledge receipt of the radiogram which you
sent on behalf of a number of officials and organizations
asking the United Nations Conference to adopt measures
to overthrow the Franco government of Spain.

Aa you are no doubt aware, the primary purpose of
the San Francisco Conference is to formulate the best
possible charter for an international organization to
maintain peace and security for all people of the world
regardless of race., color., creed or sex. It is not anti-
cipated that ,1 1--this Conference
will take action on the matter to which your radiogram
refers.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary General:

T. T. McCrosky
Information Officer

Mr. Jean Cassou,

Toulouse., France



V

(Translation)

02 Toulouse 127 4, 0000 Via RCA

LC President of the Conference,

San Francisco$, U.S.A.

Jose Vitini, combatant, French Forces Interior, known during

German occupation under name of Lieutenant Colonel Ernesto and who

was arrested in Spain, has just been executed by Franca in spite

of protests of the Wrench Government and of all French organizations.

The existence of the Fascist government in Spain constitutes a

danger for all Zurope.

The execution of Vitini is a provocation to all French patriots.

,We beg you-to put a stop to Franco terror and re-establish democracy

in painb.

The National Committee and 147 Committees, France Spain, includ-

ing enrigothers, 107 Delegates to the Consultative Assembly, 16

Loneor rninistersj 59 Deputies,, 5 Commissioners of the Republic., 21

prefects., 112 mayors,$ 10 Academicia~ns, 53 university professors,

47 Lyce*e professors, 39 newspaper publishers, 22 ecolesiastics,

among whom are His Eminence Cardinal Gerlier and Monsignor Saliege,4

12 Protestant pastors, 44superior officers and all French movements

-and Parties4

(Trnslt db5 I. yWoterheide)Reviwedby* M~c~all



RECEIVED AT 2~GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 8, CAL., AT - STANDARD TIME

G2 TOULO __E 127 4 oo00 VIA/RCA Wa RCA
LC PRESIDENT CONFERENCE

SANFRANCISCO USA

iJOSE VITINI COMBATTANT FORCES FRANCAISES INTERSEUR CONNU PENDANT

OCCUPATION ALLEMANDE SOUS LE NOM LIEUTENANT COLONEL ERNESTO ARRETE

EN ESPAGNE VIENT D ETRE EXECUTE PAR FRANCO MALGRE PROTESTATIONS
'GOUVERNEMENT FRANCAIS ET CELLES TOUTES ORGANISATIONS FRANCAISES
ýSTOP EXISTENCE GOUVERNMENT FASCWSTE ESPAGNE DANGER EUROPE ENTIERE
,STOP EXECUTION VJTTyIN..

Telehone Garield4200 To secure prompt action on Inquiries, this original RiADIOGRAM should be presented at the office ofTele hone Garield4200 R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc. In telephone inquiries quote the number preceding the place of origin.
Wig= 1128D-3--yD 2?



RECEIVED AT 28 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 8. CAL., AT -STANDARD TIME

ilia RC%.A
EST PROFOCATION PATRIOTES FRANCAIS STOP VOUS PRIONS FAIRE CESSER
TERREUR FRANQtJISTE ET RETABLIR DEMOCRATIE EN ESPAGNE COMITE

NATIONAL El 147 COMITES FRANCE ESPAGNE COMPRENANT ENTRE AUTRES

1- .07 DELEGUES ASSEMBLEE CONSULTATIVE 16 EXMINI-STRE 59 DEPUTES

v COMMISSAIRES REPUJBLIQUE 21 PREFETS 112 MAIRES 10 ACADEMICIENS

533 PROFESSEURS IINIVERSITES -47 PROFESSEURS LYCEES 39,3o

Telpho e:Gariel 400j To secure prompt action on inquiries, this original RADIOGRAM should be presented at the office ofTele hone Garield42 R C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc. In telephone inquiries quote the number preceding the place of origin.
FWeM 1120W-K-WD 2T



RECEIVED AT 28 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 8. CAL., AT -STANDARD TIME

7/ia RA
.DIRECTEURS JOLJRNAUX 22 ECCLESiASTIQUEs DONT SON--EMINENCE LE

CARDINAL GERLIER El MONSEIGNEUR SALIEGE 12 PASTEURS PROTESTANTS

44OFFICIERS SUPERIEURS El TOUS MOUVEMENTS ET PARTIS FRANCIS=

JEAN CASSOUh..

Telehone Garield4200 To secure prompt action on inquiries, this original RADIOGRAM should he presented at the office ofTelep one:Garfeld 200 H. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc. In telephone inquiries quote the number preceding the place of origin.
IWm IlUfl-M-TDM 27



(Translation)

G2Toulouse 127 /4 0000 Via RCA

LO President of the Conference,,

San Francisco, U.S.A.

Jose Vitini, combatant, French Forces Interior, known during

German occupation under name of Lieutenant Colonel Ernesto and who

was arrested in Spain,, has just been executed by Franco in spite

of' protests of' the'French Government and of' all French organizations.

The existence'of the Fascist government in Spain constitutes a

danger for all1 Europe.

The execution of Vitini is a provocation to all French patriots.

.We beg you to put' a'ston to Franco terror and re-establish democracy

in Spain.

The National Committee and 147 Committees., France Spain, includ-

ing., among others, 107 Delegates to the Consultative Assembly, 16

former ministers, 59 Deputies, 5 Commissioners of the Republic, 21

prefects, 112 mayors, 10 Academicians, 33 university professors,

47 Lycee professors, 39 newspaper publishers, 22 ecclesiastics,

among whom are His Eminence Cardinal Gerlier and Monsignor Saliege,

12 Protestant pastors., 44 superior officers and all French movements

and parties.

Jean Cassou.

(Translated by M. F. Woerheide)
Reviewed by J. V. McCall



(TO BE-TRANSLATED IN7TO F EEWCH)

My dear M~r* Cassoult

I acknowledge receipt of the radiogram which you
sent on behalf off a numnber of officials and organizations
asking the United Nations Conference to adopt measures
to overthrowv the Franco government of Spain.

teAs you are no doubt aware, the primary purpose of
teSan Prancisco Conference is to formiulate the best

possible charter for an international organization to
maintain peace and secur 'ity for all people of the world
teagsrdless of rsace,, oolr, creed or sex. It Is not anti-
cipa ted thbat kksnattexxtmxwktskxpa tbhis Conference
will take action on the matter to which your radiogram
re-fers,

Sincerely yours,

Por the Secretary General:

T. T. M=crosky
Informnati on Offieer

Miro. -%an Cassou,

"Vou'ouexFrance.



Le 19 maia 1945,

Monsieur le Seoritaire.,

Val lhonnur 41ocusr rception du tJJlerarxue
par levuel vous demandez quo la Conference does Nations
Unies romps toutee see relations avec le (louvernement
.franquis te d'Espagne.

Cowsn Veus le" savez sans doute, le Dmt essentiel
die la Oonfirence do San Francisco est ddtablir sous tine
forme auessi sat~staisante quo possible la Charts d'ons
orgarde1iation internat-lonal's tiesttntfe a assurer la paix
et la sifouritJ' pour tons lea peoples dun mond~e sans diem
ttnction die race, d6 couleur, do religion oti do s'exe.
On ne prgvoit Pna 1'adoption par la Cinfe'renoe de me-
sures relatives Al~a question gut fait ls sujet tie votre

Veu1llez agri$'r, Monsieur is Secre'taire,, 1'expres-
etoný de m<os sentimentadts lit Iugue~s

Pr. le Seor$'taire Gewfral

T. T. MaCrealty
Information Officer

Monsieur Felix QMAIDAOR

"U1nion N~ational LEpagnoles"

JAL0R, Aig~frie

K



Monsieur le Secretaire,

/ / Jai l1honneur d' muser re"Ceptioin d-e--V-e1'

12a4logramme dah-s lequel vous d~emandez quo la Conference des

NationsUnios emr&es relations avee le Gouvernemneft~-espagffol

Comme le savez sans doute, le but essential

do la Gonfe'renee de S. V. est de fermuler sous une forme

ausel. satist'aisante que possible la Charte d'une organisation

internationale destin~e' "a assurer la paix et la se'eurit;

pour tous lespeuples du monde san 0~ai.4rat de race,(d7-ý
/X"

ou de sexe. 11-mn'y p pm1mldeu eIr~"6duer

-4"a la ContOrenoe-p nrýde mesures relatives a la question

qui fait l±zb-jet de *otre zra~i-ogrammo.

Veuillez agwic El qxfhx's agre'er, Monsieur

le Secre'taire, l'expression do ties sentiments distingilee.

Pr. le Secre'taire General

T. T. Me Orosky
Inf'ormation Officer

Monsieur Felix OARDLDOR
Seere'taire
VJnion National Espagnoles*

ALGER, Alge~rie



(To BE TRANISLATE9D I1NTO FRENCH)

My dear Mr. Cardador:

I acknowledge the receipt, on May 14t 1945, of
your radiogram requesting tha~t relations be broken
with the Franco government of Spain.

As you are no doubt aware., the primary purpose
of the San Francisco Conference is to formulate the
best possible charter for an international organiza-
tion to maintain peace and security for ail people of
the world regardless of race., color., creed or sex.
It is not anticipated ta

~ - -tthis conference>w
will take action on the m ±±,er to which your radiogr;`m'refers.

,W'- nfierely yours,

For the Secretar'y General:

T. T. McCrosky
Information Officer

Mr. Felix Cardador,
Secretaire, Union National Espagnoles,

Algiers,. Algeria.



G3 24 ALGIERS VIlA RCA 11 1810 74&4iiA AM 8
NLT PRESIDENT CONFERENCE MONDIAL SANFRANCIlSCO=

UNION NATIONAL ESPAGN0LS RESIDENTS ALGERý DEMANDENT RUPTURE

RELATIONS

ES PAGNOLE

FRANCO STOP RECONNAISSANCE GO4JVERNEMENT REPUBLIQUE

DOCTEUR NE GR IN =

SECRETA IRE FELIX CARDADOR.

Telephone: Garfield 4200
W=r II2S]P-M-TD 27

To secure prompt action on inquiries, this original RADIOGRAM should be presented at the office of
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc. In telephone inquiries quote the number preceding the place of origin.

35
414?

Aly



4%-

IS :0 MIOU:*DPAYTONI :EOTUM

(T flE I P?1SLATED INTO FRENCHI)

My, dear Mr. Cardador:

I acknowledge the receipt., on ftay 14,. 1945, of
youar radiogram requesting, that relations be broken
with the Franco government of Spain.

As you are no doubt aware,, the primary purpose
of the San Francisco Conference is to foxmulate the
best possible charter f'or an International organiza-
tion to maintain peace arnd security for all people off
the wuorld regardless of race,, color., creed or sex.
It is'not anticipated that U . CP U c
rad ýý(t i this confferencey will
take action on the matter to which your radiogram refers,

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretar'y General:

T. T. M~cCrosky
information Officer

Mr. Felix Card-ador,
Secretaire, Union-Nationial Espagnolea,

Al. giera-, Algeria.



may 17, 1.945*

Myr dear Miss Olaghorn:t

I acknowledge the receipt off the suggsetions

submitted In your petitionr ins connection with the

'work of the 'United 'Nations Conference on Inter..

national Organizaetiong and wish to express to you

appreciat ion for your courtesy-in bringing your views

to the 'attention of the-Conference.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary General;,

T. T. M.CRQ$Y.

t* T# MoCroaky
Infora ti on 0f(icr

,Mise Satrah C leghorn,

200 East Johnsob "Street,

Philadeulpha 44,* Pennsylvania.

IS: IIOCA\ ýITTNER: S GT



Zay' 17, 1945.

Casa Cultura'Delegaoidnm Ylarida,

Florida, COuia~

Sir$:

I acknowledge receipt of your radiogram dated
April 24, 1945, In which you request that relations
be 'broklen with the Franco government of Spain.

As yrou are no doubt aware, h rmr ups
off the San Francisco Conference is to formulate the
beat possible charter fto an international organiza-
tion to maintain peace and security for all people
or the world recardless of race, colorp, creed or sex*
It is not anfticipated that the matter to which your
radiogram refers will be discussed at this confer-

very truly yours'.

For the Seeretary General:

T 1. .M0CROSKY,

1~, To- tkrosky
-Information Officer

IS:IOCU:- ON.:SGT
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Maty 10, 1945.

Casa Cultura Delegacion. Matsp,

Mtas, Cuba.

I ackinowledge receipt of' your telegram of
April 25, 1945p in which you request the breakirat
or relations with the Franco government of Spain.

As you are no doubt aware, the primary purpose
of the San Francisco Conference Is to formulate the
beat possible charter for an international organ-
isation to maintain peace and security- for all
people of the -world regardless or races. color, creed
or sex, It Is not anticipated that the matter to
which your telegram refers will be discussed at
this conference.-

Very truly yours;#

For the Secretary General:

T. To MoCrocky
Information Officer

IS :I OCU:-DRAYTON :SGT
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May7 18, 1945.

Mydear Soflor Gavin:

I acknowledge receipt of the telegram which
you sent on bobs Iff of your organization ion April 28,0
.1945, expressing the hope that the destruction of
Ilazism, may signify for the Spanish people the
wiping ouit off Francoism,

ýAs you are no doubt aware, the primary, purpose
of the San Francisco Conference Is to formulate the
best possible charter for an international organiza-
tion to maintain peace and security for all people
of the world regardless of race, color, creed or
Sex. It Is not anticipated-that the matter to which
your telegram refers will be discussed at this
'conference,

Sincerely yur,#

For the Secretary General:

T. T. Mo~rosky
Information Officerý

Seotr Pedro Ca via,

Cass Culture,j

Hlabana., Cubao,

ýIS :IOCU:-DEAYTO'N:SGT
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May 11, 1945

my dear Senfor Cavia:

I acknowledge receipt of the telegram in
behalf of your organization,,dated April 25, 1945,
which you and Betfor Pedro Ardiaca sent to the
United Nations Conference on International Organization
asking that relations be broken with Spain.

As you are no doubt aware, the primary purpose of
the San Francisco Conference Is to formulate the beat
possible charter for an international organization to
maintain peace and security for all people of the world
regardless of' race, colorý, creed or sex. The
Conference -was not called to make a peace settlement
in the old sense of the term, or to consider specific
problems of the character described in your teleigram.

to .I believe that it Is the desire of the Conference
to aoidthe delay in its endeavors to achieve Its

high goal that might result from consideration of
questions that can be examined more appropriately in
connection with the peace settlement or by agencies
of the proposed international organization after it
is established,ý

I feel certain you will understand the
desirability of adhering to this policy in the interests
of early agreement on the text of the charter,

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary General:

T. P. MoCrosky
Information Officer

Set~er Pedro Cavia, Presidente,
EjecutiVa National Gaasn Cultura do

Cubanos y Espanoles,
Eavana,. Cuba.
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may 16o 1945.

My dear Mr. Car'ter:

I acknowledge the receipt of the sug-

gestions submitted in your communication in

connection with the work of the United Nations

Conference on International Organization and

thank you for this expression of your interest.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary General:

T. T. MoCROSKY

T. T. Mo~rosky
Information Officer

Mr.,MN. C. Carter..
''Waco, Texas'*

I -S:I10011:THGMPSON-gHM
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May 15,0 1045

Cass Cultura slelegaci1zi Twan
Esabana, Cuba.

Sirs,:

I acknowledge receipt of your telegram of
April 26# 1946,# requesting that relations be broken
Awithl the Franc* government of Spain.

As, you are no doubt aware,* the primary purpose
of the San Francisco Conference is to formulate the
best possible charter for an international organization
to maintain peace end security for all people of the
world regardless of race, color, creed or sex. The
Conference was not called to make a peace settlement
in the old sense of the termj, or to consider specific
problems of the character described In your telegram*

I believe that It is the desire of the Conference
to avoid the delay In its endeavors to achieve its
high goal that might roesult from consideration of
questions that can be examined more appropriately In
connection with the peace settlement or by ajgencies
of t'he proposed International organization after it
is, establishedw,

I feel eortain you will iunderatand the doesira.4.
bflity of adhering to this policy in the interests
of early agreement on the text. of the charter,

Very truly yours,

Por the Secretary Ceneral:

If P. MeCrosky4 Informationa Officer

tIS:IRCp:DRAYTON:SGT
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tttttou"9
TO THE DELEGATES OF THE UNITED AND ASSOCIATED NATIONS
in San Francisco assembled:

We, the undersigned people of the United States, believing as we do that just government rests
on the consent of the governed, respectfully urge that you establish a world legislative body to which
we can elect our own representatives.

The sovereignty, which belongs to us, the people, we now wish to re-divide, giving to a higher
world level of government - which we continue to control through our representatives - the power
to decide questions of world-wide concern.

If democratic international machinery capable of resolving the economic and political prob-
lems which menace the general welfare of our ONE WORLD is not established in San Francisco, it

will remain for us to organize it in order to secure for ourselves and our children the blessings of
peace, prosperity, and freedom.

NAME STREET CITY and STATE

YOUR SIGNATURE IS INVITED. PLEASE CIRCULATE AND RETURN PROMPTLY TO:
CAMPAIGN FOR WORLD GOVERNMENT (est. 1937)

166 W. JACKSON BLVD.
CHICAGO 4, ILL.
WAbash 2725

265 W. 11TH ST.
NEW YORK 14, N. Y.
CHelsea 2-6233

ROOM 36 -257 STRAIGHT ST.
PATERSON 1, N. J.
LAmbert 5-1842



May 12, 1945

Casa do is OCu tun,
Apartado Numero 19,

Guantaniamo$ Oriente,'

Sirs:~

I acknowledge receipt of the telegram
dated April 2,195, In which your organization
requests that relations be broken with the ?ranco
'government of Spain,

As you are no doubt aware,, the primary purpose
of the San Prancisco Conference is to formulate the
best possible charter for an international organization
to maintain peace and security for all people of the
world regardless of race, color, creed or sex, The
Conference was not called to make a peace settlement
In the old sense of the term,, or to consider specific
problems of the characater described in your
communication.

I believe that It is the desire of the Conference
to avoid the delay in its endeavors to achieve Its
high goal that might result from consideration of
questions that can he examined more appropriately in
connection with the peeoe settlement or by agencies
of the proposed international organization after it
is established.-

I feel certain you will understand the
desirability of adhering to this policy in the Interest
of early agreement on the text of the charter.

Very truly yours,

For the Secretary General:

T. T. MoCroaky

Information Officer
IS:IXOMST:SNE: UK

ý1
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May 12p 1945

.My dear Senor Caamano:o

I acknowledge receipt of the telegram dated
My3, 1.945, which you sent on behalf of your

organization with regard to the Spanish people.

As you are no doubt aware, the primary purpose
of the San Francisco Conference Is to formulate
the beat possible charter fIor an international
organization to maintain peace sand sec-!urIty for all.
peopl"a of the w.ýorld regardless of race, color,, creed
or se.The Conference wae ýnot called to make a
peace settlement in the old sense or the term, or to
considerl. specilfic propblems cf the character described
'In your communicatiTon,

I believe that it is t~he desire of the
Conference 'to avoid the delay In i1ts endeavors to achieve
its high wo,oal that mtg,-ht resualt- from considotrati'on of
questl ons that coan 'be ex:ami-ned 'rx-ore appropriately
in connection with the peace settlement or by ragencies
of the propaosd interniati Onal orcanias tion after' it
Is established.

T fee certain you will understand -the
desirability olf adhering to this policy in the interest
or earýly agreement on the text of 'the charter,

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary General:#

jr. T. MoCOSKY,

ToT. Me~roaky
Information Officer

SeNor Severino Ceaagno,
Secretarl.op. Union Be rcale s a

Ratbin4 Cubato

ZSQiT 7 :DR1iMT>YZL

11,



May 5, 194 5`ý ECD

From;

Severino Caainano, Secretary
BARCALESA (?) Union
Havana, Cuba

Demands that the injustice/ not be

committed of failing to liberate

the Spanish people--the first victims

of Nazi-fascism.
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May 12, 1945

My dear SeIlor Castro:

I acknowledge receipt of the telegram of
May 3$ 1945., which you sent ti behalf of your
orgonizotion to the United Nations Conference
on International Organization requesting that
relations be broken with the Franco government
of Spain.

As you are no doubt aware, the primary purpose
of the San Pranoisco Conference is to foyrnnflate the
best possible charter for an international organization
'to maintain peace and security for all people of the
world regardless of race, color, creed or sex. The
Conference was not called to make a peace settlement
In the old sense of the-term, or to consider specific
problems of the character described in your telegram.

I believe that it Is the desire of the Conference
to avoid the delay in its endeavors to achieve its high
goal that might result from consideration of questions
that can be examined more appropriately in connection
with the peace settlement or by agencies of the
proposed international organization after it is
ýes tabliahed*

I reel certain you will understand the desirability
of adhering to this policy In the interest of early
agreement on the text of the charter.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary General:

1', T. MoCROSKY

T. T. MoCrosky
Information Officer

Sefior Manold6 Castro, Pre-sidents.,
Federacion Batudiantil Universitarie,

H& lmsna, Cuba,

ISIOthTOE:U
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E. Drayton

From: Manolo Castro, President,, University Students Federation,
Havana., Cuba

University Students Federation, Havana., Cuba, extends

greetings to the Conference and demands a break with the

fascist-Franco regime and recognition of the Spanish republic.
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May 12,. 1945

Casa Cultural D&legaeti6n Jaruco.,

Ea~ana, Cuba.

I acknowledge receiptof the telegram of
April 30, 1945, sent by your organization to he
Un Itead Nations Conference on Internatlcnsl Organii-
zation requesting that relations be broken with
the ?ranoo government off Spain.

'As you are no doubt awore, the primary
purpose off the San Frtancisco Conference is to
formulat~e the beat posnib-le chrtr for an International
organization to maintain peace and security for all
people off the world regardless of racer color, creed
or sex, The Conference was not called to rmake a peace
settlement In the old sense off the te o r to consider
specif'ic problems off the chuaracter described In your
t slIegr am.

I believe that It i's the desire off the
Conference to avoid the delay in its endeavors to
achieve its high goal that might result from consider-
ation of questions that can= be examined more appropriately
In connection with thie peace settlement or by agencies
of the proposed international organiz'ation after It Is
established.

I feel certain you will understand the
desirability off adhering to this policy in the Interest
at early agreement on the text of the calrirter,

Very truly yours,.

For the Secretary General:

T. T. MeCroskyK i~ Io~iS~~s~Information Officer



5/3/45 ECD
Cultural Delegation of' Santa Cruz,
HAvaia, Cuba

Urges breaking reiations with Franco regimne

and representation at thie Cornferonce of~

legitJimate Government under Dr. ihegrin.
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/ / May 12, 1945

Case Cufltura Deýaoi&i Providebois,,

Havanacý.

I aakinowiedgereceipt of your telegram of
April 25, 'sent to the United Nations Conference
on Intern=idnal Organization requesting that
relations )e1broken with the Friance government
of Spain.,

A#yoW are no doubt aware,, the primary purpose
of the'San Ffroncisco-Conference is to formulate the
best po sib~p charter for an international organization
to maip'tain~fjieace and security for all people of the
world,'regar4Thss of race, color,, creed or sex. The
Confe'rence qa not called to make a peace settlement
in, the old ýeinee of the term, or to consider specific
proiflems o.V!the character described In your telegram.

I b~iie~ve that it Is the desire of the
C.nrerence' tIo avoid the delay in its endeavors to
dc'hieve its ýhiggh goal that might result from consideration
býf questi0o2s that can be examined more appropriately in
ýsonnectlo/n with the peace settlement or by agencies
pf the pr :otesed international organization after it
"ýts -established,

2 it f~l certain you will understand the
desirailfitt, of adhering to this policy in the Interest
of eaý1y- a -r-eernent on the text of the charter.

Very truly yours,

For the Secretary General:*

qA T. T. MeCroskyInformation Officer

A,
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ilavana, Cuba
Conference April. 25, 1945
San Prarcisco

We request the breaking off V' relations with Fraico's

Fascist Government and a place at the Conference for the

legitimate Spanish Government headed by Dr.. fegrin.

.(signed) CAMA CULTTJRA DEU!1GACIQIE PROVTDENCTA



May 12, 1945

Casa Culture,

Sancti Spiritus, Cuba*

Sirs:

I acknowledge receipt of the telegram dated
April 26, 1045$ sent by your organization requesting
that relations be broken with the Franco government,

As you are no doubt aware, the primary purpose
of' the San Francisco Conferen~ce is to formulate the
best possible charter for an International organization
to maintain peace anid security for all. people of the
world regardless of race., color,, creed or sex, The
Conference was' not called to make a peace settlemapnt
In the old sense of the term, or to consider specific
problems of the character described in your commnuni-
cation.

I believe that It is the desire of the
Conference to avoid the delay in its endeavors to
achieve It's high goal that might result from
consideration of questions that can be examined more
appropriately In connection with the peace settlement
or by agencies of the proposed international organization
after it Is established.

I feel certain you will understand the
desirability of adhering to this policy in the interest
of early agreement on the text of the charter.

Vary truly yours,

For the Secretary General:

f.T. MýCROSK

T. T1. MoCrosky.
Inf ormation Officer

tsIo:10 U VD1EXror:M
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FA8 1,NTL=CD SANCTISPIRITUSCUB VIA ALLAMERICA 26 APR 26

NILT CONFERENCIA SANFRANCISCO (327 VETS BLDG)--

S FRAN= ISO794

-RECLAMIAMOS RUPTURA RELACIONES, CON GOBIERNQ FASCS-TA FRANCO Y

UN PUESTO EN CONFERENCIA PARA GOB TERNO LEGITIMO ESPANA PRESI'DE

'DR NEGRINIF

-CASACULTURA SANCTI SPI1R.ITUS4

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE



May 12,0 1945

Case Culture Delegeoi&n iXhiUin

Rogmin, Cba.

I acknowledge receipt of the telegram or
Ap4il 26, 1945, which y~ur organization sent to
to V hited Nations Confasenee requestWng that
ro1at ions be broken with the France government of
Stain end'that Dr. Negrin be Invited to the Conference.

/As you are no doubt aware, the primary purpose4
)Jo the San Francisco Conference Is to formulate~ the
best posvible charter for an international organization

~'to maintain peace and security for a1ll people of the
1world regardless of race, color, creed or sex. The1
Conference was not called to Mae a peace settlemwnt
in the old sense of the tern, or to consider specific
problems of the character described In your telegram.

I believe that It Is the derniro of the Conference
to avoid the delay in Its endeavors to achIeve Its

* high groal that might result from consideration of
questions that can be examined more appropriately In
connection with the pesce settlement or by agencies

74 of the proposed international organization after it
I is established.

Ieofeel aertein you will understand the desirability
IV ofadhering to this policy in the interest of early

Very truly yours,,

For the Secretary General:

P.'TA MoCrosky
Information Officer
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NLT CONFERENCI'A- • 1945 APR 25 AM 9

SFRAN=

-RECL.AMAMOS RUPTURA RELACIONES CON GOBIERNOS FACISTAS

FRANCO Y UN P!JESTO EN CONFERENCIA PARA GOBIERNO LEGITIMO

ESPANA PRESIDE DOCTOR NEGRIN=

.CASA KULTURA DELEGACI-ON HOLGUIN~k

(J4

T11E COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE
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My11, 1945

Casa Cultura XDelegaeoior Santa Cruz Nlorte,

Cuba.

Sirs:

1 acknowledge receipt of the telegram of
April $0, 194$, sent by your organization to the
United Nations Conference on International Organization
requesting that relations be broken with Spain.

As you. are no doubt aware, the primary purpose of
the Sat Francisco Conference is to formulate the best
possible charter for an international organIzation to
maintain peace and security for all people of the world
regardless of race, color, creed or sex. The Conference
was not called to make a peace settlement In the old
sense of the term, or to consider specific problems of
the character described in your telearem.

I believe that it is the desire of the Conference
to avoid the delay in its endeavors to achieve its high
goal that might result from consideration of questions
that can be examined more appropriately In connection
with the peace settlement or by agencies of the proposed
International organIzaton after It Is established.

I feel. certain you will understand the desirability
of adherng to thin policy in the Interests of early
agreement on the text of the charter,

Very truly yours,

For the Secretary General:

T. T. M@CROSKY

?,T; NoWrosky
Informa tion Officer

A
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'RECLAMAMOS RUPTURA RELACIONES GOBIERNO FASCISTA FRANCO Y

PUESTO EN CONFEREN4CIA PARA GOBIERNO LEGITIMO ESPAN4A PRESIDE

D:R NEOR IN=

CASA CULTUIRA DELEG-ACION SANTA CRUZ NORTE*

TEE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE



May 11, 1945

Casa @!fltura Delegacion Hershey,

Habana, Cuba.

I acknowledge receipt of the telegram of
'April 30, 1945, requesting that relations be broken
with Spain, which was sent by your organization to,
the Unirated N~ations Conference on International
Organization.~

As you are no doubt aware, the primary purpose
of the Ban FranoiscQ Conference Is to formulate the
best possible charter for an international organization
to maintain peace and security for all people of the
world regardless of race, color, creed or sex. The
Conference was -not called to make a pDeace settlement
in the old sense of the, term, or to consider specific
problems of the character described In your petition.

I believe that it is the desire of the Conference
to avoid the delay in' its endeavors to achie 've its

* high goal that might resul-t from consideration of
quiestions,.that can be examined more appropriately in
connection with the pe~ace settlement or by agencies of
the proposed international organization after it is

I-feel certain you' will -understand the desirability
of adhering to this policy in the Interests of early-
agreement on the text of the charter.

Very truly yours,

Flor the Secretary General:

T.2,T. MeCrosky
Information Officer

is doouSr ArnItM
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RECLAVAMOS RUPTURA RELACIONES GOBIERNO FASCISTA FRANCO Y UN

PIJESTO EN CONFERENC IA PARA GOB IERNO LEG IT IMO ESPANA PRESIDE

DR NEGRIN=

;CASA CULTURA DELEGACION HERSHEY4.

TrHE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS S~L.oot'ý (



May 11, 1945

Casa Cultural COMMt Cerro,

Eahana, Cuba.

Sirs:

I acknowledge receipt of Your telegram Of
April 25, 1945, ackinj that relations be broken
with Spain, sent to the Inited Nations Conference
on International Organization.

As you are no doubt aware, the primary purpose
of the San Francisco Conference is to fornulate the
best possible charter for an international organization
to maintain peace and security for all people of the
world regardless of race, color, creed or sex. The
Conference was not called, to make a peace settlement
in ttc old sense of the torm, or to consider specific
problems of the character described in your pe~titon,

I believe that it is the desire of the Conference
to avoid the delay in its endoavors to eol love its
high goal that might result from consideration of
questons that can be examined more appropriately in
connection with the peace settilement or by agencies
of the proposed international organization after It
is establishet.

I feel certain you till understand the
desirability of adhering to this policy in the interests
ýof early agreement on the text oIf the charter.

Very truly yours,

?or the Secretary General:

~,T.M$Q

T. T. MeCrosky
Information Officer

4~ICJS tt~

'A
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THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE



May IIr 1945.

My dear Miss, Cady:

In response to the request In your letter of

April '27, 1945, I em glad to enclose a list of the

Delegates to the United Nations Conference.

Sincenly7 yours,

For the Secretary General:

T. To Moorosky
Information Officer

Enclosure:

Li1st of, Delegates.

Miss Elizabeth Cady,
Executive, Secretary, Massachusetts Committee

for World Federation,
9 Park Street,

Boston 8, Massachusetts.



may 10., 1945

The People' s Foreign Relations
Association of China,

Chungdug, hina,.

Sirsi

I am pleased to acknowiledge receipt on April 25.,
194t$ of the radiogram signed by your organization and
a number of others in which heartiest greet-ings are
extended to the United Nation's Conference -together with
hope and confidence i~n -the success of the meeting now in
progress. We are most grateful for this expression of
support from such a representative group of Chinese
cultural organizations.

You will be interested to know that the message
has been reproduced and copies distributed to all. of the
national delegations present at the Conference,

This acknowilhd~ent is being addressed to your
AssoctatioUi which was first mmonr, the organizations signing
th~e message. Is it -possible. that you can malks available
to the other organ~izations which signed, this, expression
of our sincere appreciation?

Very truly yours,

Alger Hiss
Secretary General

A true o

XS MI SO !Athe Sigaed 0r



RECEIVEDAT 28 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 8, CAL., AT STANDARD TIME

CRI56ML S CHUNcKING VWAý RCA 161/153 1 509

25 1330 Cmie ETAT

THE UNI~TED NATIONS 0 N FE ýE N'C
S A\ýFRPN C I CO

TLTHE UNLDELS I GNED Cf"H I NES'E CULTU 'A L ORG AI zAT I ONS LXTLW HcL ýT I EST

Ct--EETINtGS TO UNITED NAT IOM-3 'CONFEfILENCE IiN SQ-ANFMNC!AC1 STOP

EYE-S OF THE WOKýLD AFLE T U E -D 10 THIS' LEv0-CHi§KI G GATn1EFIkG

A ND PEA-CE-LCVING INATIONS AFLE AWVV I I I N0Vv WI Th U N BOUJD HOPES

HNE OU'TCOMfE OF ITS DELIBEPRATIONS STOP THE CIHINESE31 PEOPL

APRE COkiFIDENT THATIT WiILL ESTABL.ISH AN LFFE.CTJ DURB E

ITPNATIONAL, SECUPLITY ORLGANIZAT ION TO Ii EACE 4
AND PR~OSPERITY AFTER. THE WAR. STOP ON TE v FT,ý

Garfied 4200 to secure prompt action on inquiries, ths orgnl AIGRAM-Ush-6tiibe presented at the office of
Telephone: Gaf.l 420 C. A. COMMUYNICATIONS, Inc. in telep honeinqif ries quote-the number preceding the place of origin.



RECEIVED AT 28 GEARY STREET, sA FRANCISCO 8, CAL., AT STANDARD TIME

I/ia RCA
OPEN\ING OF THE CONFERENCE WE IN CHINA PLUjGE OUR FULL SUPPORT

AND WIMSH ITS UNQUALI-FIED SUCCESS-END -THE PEOPLE'S FOREIGN

RELAT IONS ASSGC.I AT IOU OF Ch IRAJ CH I NA BRANCH OF

INTERNAT IONAL P-EACE CAMPA IGQTH NK-OVE CULTURAL

ASSOCIAT-ION) THE CHINESE LEAGUEQEF NAT.IONS UNION~ CHINESE

CATHOLIC CULTURAL ASSOCIAT-GN~ ASSOCIATION CULTURAL SINO-FRANCO,

BELGO-SUISSE SING-KOREAN. CULTURA\L ASSOCIATION CHINESE

ASSOCIATION -OF LA-BOR CIHINESE IAICASSOCIATION SING-INDIAN

CULTURA~L ASSOCIATION SING-BRITISH CULTURAL ASSO)CIATION

CHINkA FOREIGN POLICY ASSOC+ATIOU CHINESE AMERICAN INSTITUTE

QF CULTURLAL RELATIONS SINGj-BURMA CULTURAL ASSOCIATION
Telephone: Garfield 4200 To secure prompt action on inquiries, this original RADIOGRAM should be presented at the office of

R.C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc. Intelephone inquiries quote tenumber preceding the place of origin.



RECEIVED AT 28 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 8, CAL., AT STANDARD TIME

SOU[\11)

Telephone: Garfield 4200 To secure prompt action on inquiries, this original RADIOGRAM should be presented at the office of

Fwa 112ff-H- 27 R.C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc. In telephone inquiries quote tenumber preceding the place of origin.



May 109 1945.

My dear Mr. Castro:

I acknowledge receipt of your telegramn offMay 3f 1945# demanding independence for Puertoflico,

The Primary purpose of the United NationsConference on International Organization is todraft a.'charter for an international organizationto maintain peace and security.itjnder the terms ofthe invitation issued by the Sponsoring governmentsquestions of the sort mentioned in your telegramwill not be included on the agenda of the conference.
Sincerely yours,,

For the Secretary General:

P* T., MoCrosky
Information Officer

Mr. Manolo Castro,0 Presidenti,

University Students Federationx,

Havana, Cuba.

IS:IOCU~tDaoayton:NS



E. Drayton
5i/4/5

From Manolo Castro, President, University Students Federation,
Havana, Cuba.

Demands Independence for Puerto Ricoý
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.FA74 INTL=CD HAVANA VIA ALLAMERI CA 19 3 1945 MAY 3 AM t 1 04
NILT PRESIDENTE CONFERENCIAM

.NACI ONES UNIADS SERAN (327 VETS)=

FEDERACION ESTUDIANTIL UNIVERSITARIA DEMANDA NOMBRE ACUERDO

TEHERAN YALTA INDEPENDENCIA PUERTORIC0=

MANOLO CASTRO PRESIDENTE*

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE



May 17, 1945 .

4&doar Miss Christosontl-

Tour letter of May 3, 1946, requesting -as maai Of the
documents of the Ujnited Nations Conference on Xnternatbonal
Organization as possible, has been referred to me.

The burden of the heavy daily requiremaents of the Con-
ference for documenta~tion,, coupled with shortages of paper
and manpower and the expense of reproducing thousands of
pages, of Ocnference documents, makes it impossible at this
timeý to supply such documents to libraries and the beneral
public.

At a later date It is anticipated that procedures will
be developed for making principal Conference documents
available to certainblrge anid strategically located libraries
throughout the United States. We are,ý therefore, placing
your request on file for attention after the Conference,

I1 feel conientte you wifll understand the difficulties
oft the present situation and I assure you that the interest
In the work of the Conference vtich prompted your request
is appreci ated.

Sincerely yours,.

For, the Secretary General:

T4T.MCRS.

T. 7. TMcCrosIq
Information Officer

Miss-'Frances Clwiatesonj,
Librarian,

Von Klsinsebmid Library of World Affairs$,
The University of Southern California,

'Universit~y Park,, Los Angeles 7. Cjalifornia.
A-NA



* ~ ~ ~ TJ94eguhurstVi1rd oxf J~dtrzten QTaliftxrnin

Offie ofihx (ClaurelarMay 3, 1945

Mr. G~eorge Layman,
Documents Distribution Officer
Veterans Bldg. Room 445
San Francisco, California

Dear Mr. Layman,

We have received through Dr. von KleinSmid's
office number 1 of the Journal dated April £5, 1945. We
would like very much to be tilaced on the mailing list to
receive the Journal as It is issued.

This library i!- one of the fewi sp~ecial libraries
In the country in the field of International Relations.
It is important that wre secure as many of the Conference
documents as coossible. Has some arrangement been made about
designating certain libraries on the coast as depositories
for whatever documents can be issued to otherq than delegates?
Would it be possible to receive all the documents subject to
whatever restrictions may be put upon them?

We would aopreciate any special consideration

possible.

Yours very truly,

VON KLEINSMID LIBRARY

OF WORLD AFFAIRS

C :M Frances Christeson
Librarian

AIR MAIL

SPECIAL DELIVERY

MAY 4 1945 -,4
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I May Bs 1945.

My, dear. Mr. Clayton:

I acknowledge the receipt of the petition signed
by you and several others urging the inclusion in the
world agreement of an article guaranteeing religious
freedom.

A proposal was submitted-to the Conference on
May S, 1945, 'by the delegations of the United States,
the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union., and China to
include among the purposes of the proposed United
Nations International Organization the "promotion
and encouragement of respect for human rights and
for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction
as to race, language, religion or sex." It was also
proposed that the General Assembly be empowered to
initiate studies and 'make, recommendations "to assist
in the realization of human rights and basic freledoms
for all, without distinction as to race, language,
religion or sx,..Similar language was suggested
with respect to the functions of the Economic and
Social council.

Inasmuch'as freedom of religion has usually been
considered among the basic freedoms, It would appear
that the matter suggested in your petition would fall
within the scope of the proposed'United Nations
International Organization.

Please express to the signers ol' tOe petition our
appreciation for their interest iq, this matter.

Sincerely yours,,

For the Secretary General:

Ti T. lMo~rosky
Information Officer

M1r." -Co G. Clayton,
_%530 Twenty-eighty Avenue,' South,

St. Petersburg, Florida.

X 6tXO4U.-fl 10X~



To. the United Nations in, Conference
Greefljtgs:

Whereas, you meet in conferenej look-
'lug to~ Permanent international peace,
and, I

Whereas,- You -will. doubtiles forffu-
--late'and adapt an agreement which will

serve as a basis -of cooperation in jnter-.
national relationship; and,

Whereas, Complete religious freedom
for~all the nations of the earth w~ill make
~a substantial contribution towards tber-
mknent peace; therefore, be it

Reole the undersligned
citizens oV o he reby earn-
estly, petition your a st body to incor-
porate into such world\, agreement, an
wiaticle guaranteeing religious freedom to
all peoples of all Inafi-ohT.-

t~ t -



N
I

May 5j, 1945.

My dear Miss Cleary;

I acknowledge the receipt of your letter of
April 10., 1945j, addressed to Mr. Stettinius stressing
the need for divine gniidance in winning arjust peace.

We fully appreciate the spiritual devotion that
has prompted your suggestions looking toward the
success of the United flations Conference on
International Organization.

Sincerely yours,,

For the Secretary CGeneral:

¶ T. McCROSKY

T. T. Wic~rosky
information Officer

Mis~s Miriam Clearyp
college "of "New Riochelle,

New York, New York.

TaZve0U rLk Uzn:ioG
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Mey 10, 1945

Christian Business, Mens' Club,
2. U,. C,* A, fludinxg,

ý3L0 Mcntorn-ý,ery Street,,
SyracseNew york

Iackniovledga- the rt )ceipt of yu lterof
:;h~ 2,11 Urging that thle sess;ions of thJe United

atios Con-ference be opened with pralyerw

Since the delegltes t.', the, Conference include
perSYMaS Of Miany- faiths @7 rorQ All parbs of Uhe vorld,
T 1)elieVe yuuwll V11understand thlat It wz'uld be
difficult, to azrrange forlms]. reltvIg)ioS Ceremo.qnies
accoeptablh to all* Youa are no doubt aivare that,
the firat Session of the Conforence opened. with one
minute of silent, and sole=n maeditation.

Youir interest in the Conference and tL-he spiritual
devotion which prompted ynur letter are greatly appreciated.

Very truly yours,

For the Secretazy, General:

T. To Hc~roskjr
Information Offier



May S8, 1945.

My -dear Mrs. Carson:

The spiritual devotion which prompted your letter
of April 30, 1945, to the United Nations Conference
is appreciated.

Since the Confereonce Includes persons of many
faiths from all parts of the world# I believe you
will understand the Impossibility of opening meetings
with prayer acceptable to all. You are, of course,
aware that the first session of the Conference
opened with one minute of solemn meditation.

I thank YOU for your Interest in the success of
the important work that has been undertaken at
San Francisco,

sincerely yours,'

For the Secretary General:

TT. MarROSy(V

T. T. McCrosky
Information Officer

Mrs. Charles H. Carson,
Fairfield, Utah,

-18:1000: THOMPSON:, IG
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May 7j, 1945s.

M~y dear Miss Gaseidy:

I aoknowledge the roeept of'your letter of
Apr13. 280, 1945.

This Conferenceahas for its purpose the formu-
lation of a charter for an international organization
to maintain peace and security and therefore will
have no use for the patriotic cards which you so
generously of fer to furnish.

Replying to your inquiry concerning an enter-
tainment programa, a period of mourning of thirty
days was proclaimed on the occasion of the death
of Presi,3dent Roosevelt and there will be no social
activities -of an official. nature until after
May isth.

Because of7 the desirability of conserving man-
power and paper and because of the heavy pressure
of work from day to day, there will not be literature
for distribution beyond the actual needs of the
Conference.,

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary General:

ttM*GROSKN

p r T. T. lMcorosky
information Officer

'l4¶is A. No Oadildy,
Manager, Bducational Art.
Service Company,

505 Fifth Avenue,
New York,. Now York.
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BIG BEN
WHEN LONDON WAS BOMBED.

AND SHELLS FELL FAST.
AND THE ABBEY WAS HIT.
EVERYONE DID THEIR BIT.
INCLUDING BIG BEN.

No SHELL. OR SHOCK
COULD STOP THAT CLOCK.
IT TOLD THE TIME...
TICK TOCK.. .TICK TOCK.
IT TOLD 'THE HOUR%
IT TOLD 'HALF-PAST'.

I T TOLD AT LAST
WHEN THE DANGER
WHEN THE ENEMY*D
AND PEOPLE ONCE
COULD GO TO BED.

WAS PAST.
FLED.
MORE

I T TOLD THE HOUR
IT DID 'IT'S BIT'.
IT KEPT RIGHT ON
ALIHO' IT WAS HIT.
SYMBOL OF BRITAIN'S

FAMOUS MEN
THIS FAMOUS CLOCK-

BIG BEN. BIG BEN!

Erica May Brooks

NOTE: This page was set in Denby Enorm Type. The heading is in
550-point; body in 96-point; the initials are 216-point. Designed and
printed by the Coq d'Or Press, Inc., 333 Fourth Avenue, New
York 10, N. Y.



"It told the hour,
It did 'it's hit'."

-Erica May Brooks.

FOR A LASTING PEACE

/Freedom. is More Than a Word, by Marshall Field.
1945. The owner of PM and The Chicago
SUN affirms, in this story of the founding of
these two newspapers, his belief in the dem-
ocratic process and his faith in the United States.

Lincolniana, 1942. Patriotic speeches by Abraham
Lincoln, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and poems by
Victor Hugo in French and English, various
display prints in Denby types; edited by the
author, Edwin H. Denby.

An Intelligent American's Guide to the Peace,
Ed. by Sumner Welles, 1945. A section on each
country includes a map and information on the
land, people, economy, history and stakes in
the peace of. the country.

Journalist's Wife, by Lillian T. Mowrer, 1940. Life
in Italy in the years of Mussolini's coming to
power, in .Germany under the rise of Hitler,
and in France under the Popular Front, as seen
through the eyes of an English woman who ac-
companied her American husband on his news-
paper assignments.

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

Selected List of Library Books by Courtesy of
Branch Library Book- News of

THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY, NEW YORK, N. Y.



LINCOLN'S FAREWELL
ON LEAVING SPRINGFIELD

MY FRIENDS; NO ONE NOT IN MYMSITUATION CAN APPRECIATE MY
FEE LING OF SADNESS AT THIS

PARTING - TO THIS PLACE AND THE
KINDNESS OF THIS PEOPLE 1 OWE
EVERYTHING- HERE I HAVE LIVEDA
QUARTER OF A CENTURY AND HAVE
PASSED FROM A YOUNG TO AN OLD
MAN - HERE MY CHILDREN HAVE BEEN
BORN AND ONE IS BURIED ... I NOW.
LEAVE, NOT KNOWING WHEN OR
WHETHER EVER I MAY RETURN. WITH A
TASK BEFORE ME GREATER THAN THAT
WHICH RESTED UPON WASHINGTON-
WITHOUT THE ASSISTANCE OF THAT
DIVINE BEING WHO EVER ATTENDED
HIM, I CANNOT SUCCEED - WITH THAT
ASSISTANCE I CANNOT FAIL -TRUST-
ING IN HIM WHO CAN GO WITH
ME AND REMAIN WITH YOU AND BE
EVERYWHERE FOR GOOD. LET US CON-
FIDENTLY HOPE THAT ALL WILL YET
BE WELL - TO HIS CARE COMMENDING
YOU. AS I HOPE IN YOUR PRAYERS
YOU WILL COMMEND ME. I BID YOU
AN AFFECTIONATE FAREWELL-

This pag4i was set in Denby Doric Enorm Type. The heading was:
Top line 216-point; second line in 96-point; the initial in 450-point;
the body in 144-point. Set and printed by Coq d'Or Press, Inc.,
333 Fourth ý4venue, New York 10, N. Y.

All Rights Reserved.



"Every great man is always being helped by everybody, for his
gift is to get good out of all things and all persons."

-John Ruskin

NATIONAL FIGURES: A GROUP OF PLAYS

herwood.

ye of St. Mark, by Maxwell Anderson.

Harriet, by Florence Ryerson and Colin Clements.

-The Patriots, by Sidney Kingsley.

Robert E. Lee, by John Drinkwater.

Valley Forge, by Maxwell Anderson.

IN THE LIBRARY'S COLLECTION ARE EXAMPLES OF
BROADSIDES PRINTED IN DENBY DORIC TYPE

AS FOLLOWS:'

AMERICA
ETERNAL TRUTHS
THE FIERY TRIAL
GETTYSBURG ADDRESS
LINCOLN'S FAREWELL ON
LEAVING SPRINGFIELD

MONEY
OUR DUTY
OUR RIGHTS
SACER ESTO
WASHINGTON, EULOGY
by LINCOLN

BUY MORE WAR BOiNDS!

NEWARK PUBLIC LIBRARYNEAKN.J NEWARK, N. J.



BIG BEN
WHEN LONDON WAS BOMBED.

AND SHELLS FELL FAST.
AND THE ABBEY WAS HIT.
EVERYONE DID THEIR BIT.
INCLUDING BIG BEN.

NO SHELL. OR SHOCK
COULD STOP THAT CLOCK.
IT TOLD THE TIME ...
TICK TOCK. .. .TICK TOCK.
IT TOLD 'THE HOUR',
IT TOLD 'HALF-PAST'.

I T TOLD AT LAST
WHEN THE DANGER WAS PAST.
WHEN THE ENEMY'D FLED.
AND PEOPLE ONCE MORE
COULD GO TO BED. E
IT TOLD THE HOUR
IT DID 'ITFS BIT':
IT KEPT RIGHT ON -

ALTHO* IT WAS HIT.
SYMBOL OF! BRITAIN'S

FAMOUS MEN
THIS FAMOUS CLOCK-

BIG BEN. BIG BEN!

Erica May Brooks

NOTE: This page was set in Denby Enorm Type. The heading is in
350.point; body in 96-point; the initials are 2

l6-point. Designed and
printed by the Coq d'Or Press, Inc., 333 Fourth A venue, New
York 10, N. Y..
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"It told the hour,
It did 'it's bit'."

-Erica May Brooks.

FOR A LASTING PEACE

Freedom is More Than a Word, by Marshall Field.
1945. The owner of PM and The Chicago
SUN affirms, in this story of the founding of
these two newspapers, his belief in the dem-
ocratic process and his faith in the United States.

Lincolniana, 1942. Patriotic speeches by A-braham
Lincoln', Franklin D. Roosevelt, and poems by
Victor Hugo in French and English, various
.display prints in Denby types; edited by the
author, Edwin H. Denby.

An Intelligent American's Guide to the Peace,
Ed. by Sumner Welles, 1945. A section on each
country includes a map and information on the
land, people, economy, history and stakes in
the peace of the country.

Journalist's Wife, by Lillian T. Mowrer, 1940. Life
in Italy in the years of Mussolini's coming to
power, in Germany under the rise of Hitler,
and in France under the Popular Front, as seen
through the eyes of an English woman who ac-
companied her American husband on his news-
paper assignments.

BUY MORE' WAR BONDS

Selected List of Library Books by Courtesy of
Branch Library Book News of

THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY, NEW YORK, N. Y.



GETTYSBURG ADDRESS
IABRAHAM LINCOLN

F OUR SCORE AND SEV.EN
YEARS AGO OUR FATHERS
BROUGHT FORTH UPON THIS
CONTINENT A NEW NATION
CONCEIVED IN LIBERTY AND
DEDICATED TO'THE PROPO-
SITION THAT ALL MEN ARE
CREATED EQUAL

NOW WE ARE ENGAGED
IN A GREAT CIVIL WAR TEST-
ING WHETHER THAT NATION
OR ANY.NATION SO CON-
CEIVED AND SO DEDICATED
CAN LONG ENDURE -WE ARE
MET ON A GREAT BATTLE-
FIELD OF THAT WAR WE
HAVE COME TO DEDICATE A
PORTION OF THAT FIELD AS
A FINAL RESTING PLACE FOR
THOSE WHO GAVE THEIR
LIVES THAT THAT NATION
MIGHT LIVE-

IT IS ALTOGETHER FIT-
TING AND, PROPER THAT
WE SHOULD DO THIS -BUT
IN A LARGER SENSE WE
.CANNOT DEDICATE-WE
CANNOT CONSECRATE-WE
CANNOT HALLOW-THIS
GROUND -THE BRAVE MEN
LIVING AND DEAD WHO
STRUGGLED HERE HAVE CON-

SECRATED IT FAR ABOVE
OUR POOR POWER TO ADD
OR DETRACT.- THE WORLD
WILL LITTLE NOT ENOR LONG
REMEMBER WHAT WE SAY
HERE BUT IT CAN NEVER FOR-
GET WHAT. THEY DID HERE
IT IS FOR US THE LIVING
RATHER TO BE DEDICATED
HERE TO THE UNFINISHED
WORK WHICH THEY WHO
FOUGHT HERE THUS FAR
SO NOBLY ADVANCED-

IT IS RATHER FOR US TO
BE HERE DEDICATED TO THE
GREAT TASK REMAINING
BEFORE US-THAT FROM
THESE HONORED DEAD WE
TAKE INCREASED DEVOTION
TO THAT CAUSE FOR WHICH
THtEY GAVE THE LAST FULL
MEASURE OF DEVOTION-THAT
WE HERE HIGHLY RESOLVE
THAT THESE DEAD SHALL NOT
HAVE DIED IN VAIN-THAT
THIS NATION UNDER 'GOD
SHALL.HAVE A NEW BIRTH OF
FREEDOM-AND THAT GOV-
ERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE
BY THE PEOPLE FOR THE
PEOPLE SHALL NOT PERISH
FROM THE EARTH-

This page was set in Denby Doric Enorm Type. The heading was
in 216-point and the body, in 96-point. Set and printed by the
Coq D'Or Press, Inc., 333 Fýourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y'.



"He who would save liberty-niust put his ýrust in dernocracy."
-NORMAN THOMAS

THE DEMOCRATIC TRADITION

Fountainheads of Freedom; the growth of tile
democratic idea, by Irwin Edman.

Landscape of Freedom; the story of American
liberty and bigotry, by Maurice Haligren.

Shall Not Perish from The Earth, by Ralph Barton
Perry.

A Treasury of Democracy, edited by Norman
Cousins.

Voices of Liberty, edited by Finley M. K. Foster
and Homer A. Watt.

We Hold These Truths; documents of American
democracy, edited by Stuart Gerry Brown.

Lincolniana, Patriotic Expressioins by Abraham
Lincoln, Victor Hugo, and others, by E. H.
Denby.

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

NEWARK PUBLIC LIBRARYNWAKN.J NEWARK. N, J.



AN EXHORTATION
"...TO MAKE

THE WORLD A PLACE
WHERE FREEDOM CAN
LIVE AND GROW INTO
THE AGES."

-Firanklin D. Roosevelt

'ETERNALTRUTHS
FTHE FIRES OF FREEDOM

AND CIVIL LIBERTIES BURN
LOW IN OTHER LANDS, THEY
MUST BE MADE BRIGHTER

IN OUR OWN.iV IF IN OTHER LANDS
THE PRESS AND BOOKS AND LITERA-~
-TURE OF ALL KINDS ARE CENSORED,
WE MUST REDOUBLE OUR EFFORTS
HERE TO KEEP THEM FREE. 'e IF IN
OTHER LANDS THE ETERNAL TRUTHS
OF THE PAST ARE THREATENED BY
INTOLERANCE, WE MUST PROVIDE A
SAFE PLACE FOR THEIR PERPETUATION.

-Franklin D. Roosevelt
Note: This page was set in Denby Doric 24-point type and printed by
letter-press in three colors by Coq d'Or Press, Inc., 333 Fourth
Avenue, New York 10, NV. Y.



"God grants liberty only to those who love it, and arn' always
ready to guard and defend it."'

-Daniel Webster

LIBERTY

Ecce! France; Victor Hugo comes to life and onie
century later describes present day events. Les
Chatiments: Sacer Esto; Retreat from Moscow;
Waterloo. Compiled and translated by Edwin
H. Denby.

Free Speech and a Free Press,
by Giles J. Patterson.

Freedom and Culture, by John Dewey.

Freedom, Its Meaning, edited by
Ruth Nanda Anshen

On Liberty and Other Essays, by John Stuart Mill.

Our Heritage of Liberty; its origin, its achi eve-
ment, its crisis; a book for war time, by Stephen
Leacock.

Rights of Man and Natural Law,
'by Jacques Maritain.

BUY MORE WAR BONDS!

NEWARK PUBLIC LIBRARYNEAN.J NEWARK, N. J.
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MaY 7, 19415

My dear Bishop Carruthors:

I: wish to express on behalf of the Presidents
and Delegates of the United NatLions Conference grateful
thanks for the generous action of the 155th Annulal
Convention of the Diocese of South Carolina in session
In Charleston as reported by the Corsuittee in their
telegram of April 25, 045.

The active interest in the success of the
Conference as evidenced by the :rayers. of the members
of the parishes of y.our diocese is warmly appreciated.
The Delegates here assembled are endeavoring to carly
on their work In a spiiit of solemn dedication to the
highest stpiritual aspirations of mankind. Such
expressions of interest and support, inspire hope for
the success of this most Important ulraig

Sincerely yours,

FOr the Secretary General:

Information Officer

The Right Reverend Thomas Neely Carruthers, D. D.,

Bishop of the Diocese ofSouth Carolina,

142 Church Street,

Charleson, South Carolina.
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May 4, 1945.

My dear Mr~s. Oheever:

Thank you for your letter of May 1, 1945,,
suggesting that the United Nations Conference on
'International Organization be opened with prayer
and quoting inspiring passages from the Bible.

The spirit of devotion which prompted your
sugges-tion is fully appreciated; however,, since the
Conference includes persons of many. faiths from all
ýparts of the World., I believe you will understand
that it -would be difficult to arrange formal religious
ceremonies acceptable to 'all. You have no doubt read
in the press that at the request of the temporary
President of the Conference one minute of silent
meditation'was observed at the opening session.

Sincerely yours,9

For the Secretary General:

T. T. MOCOK

T.. T. MoCrosky
Information Officer

Mr. heever,
ý700 9ast Capitol Drive,

Milwaukees 12, Wisconsin.
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May 2, 1945.

My dear Mir, Calhoun:

I wish to acknowledgo receipt of your
telegram of? April 260, 1945,,* and to express
appreciation for the spiritual devotion which
prompted your suggestion*.

Sincerely yours,*

For the 'Secretary Gealeral.:

~ .MaC-ROb~

T. T, ?4ccrosky
Information Officer

Mr.O X. Brown Calhoun,

-Columbias, South Carolina.,

Is ;}C U,193t ono etNS



CHAIRMAN WORLD COURT 527 VETS

SF RA N:

ýABIDE BY THE GOLDEN RULE AMEN-

J BROWN CALHOUNr*

1945 APR 26 AM 9 jIi

APR 27 1945
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May 1, 1945.

Mky dear Mr. Campbell:

I wltsh to acknowledge the telegram of
April 27, 1945, signed by you and Mrs. Campbell',
In Which you express your disappointment that
the.United-Nations Conference did not open with
a direct prayer to God,

Since the Conference includes persons of
-many faiths from all 1 parts of the world,, I be-
lieve you will understand that It would be
difficult to arrange formal religious ceremonies
which would be acceptable to all delegates in
attendance.

The spirit of religious devotion which
prompted your -of"~s o6t oi6.e appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary General.:

Ta To lMoCrosky
Information Officer

Mr.* J. Lou Is Campbel,#
20011 Monica Street,

Detroit, Michigan.

IST IOOU :ni~oe:
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~E FSTT N1 I T E INAT 1ON CONIFERENCE SFRA-11

WE ARE SHOCKED Mi I TH DI SAPPOHNI TENIT TH1AT THE GEA COFrEE

AT SANFRANCISCO DID HOTeOPEN W ITH A DIRECT PRAYER TO GOID BY-

THE DELEGATES ASKING, H IS GUIDANCE THE WIORLD LISTEN*1ED TO T111E

SPL'END ID IOPEN lGADDRESSES lt I TH1 THEIF R RESOLUIT IMON ANlD HOPDE

AND' REAL IZED FOR H IONH A 1""INS OF THE ICONFEERE'NCE B!'U-T THýE

-ABSEN"1CE OF A DIRECT PLEA FOR DIVINE SU11PPOR T AND INVOCATIONI

OR P AYER LEFT L-I SThH FRS WON'rDE R I i-G PUIJ7L E'- A 0i E L 1I OE 1)E 0-

-SPEAK'ERS REFERRED TO THE NEED OF DIVINE GUID9ANCE ANI)THA

THE PRAYERS OF THE PEOPLE EVERYW.HERE ARE FOR' PEACE BUT THE

DELEGATES THEM-ýSELVE-S ASSEMJBLED TOGETHER DID NO1TI AS, TH1 IEY"'

SOULD HAVE AE, AS A BODY DIA,ýECTLY ASK GOIDS HFELP INI P RA YE~

T HEI M I N UT E O F S I LEN E D I A T 10I ON AS NOT D EE- SCR 1-1 E AS TO0

PURPOSE AND COULD NO0T SERVE THE P URPOSE OF A PRAYER I IN

~COLMfMON~, DESPITE ANY" DELERATEE RELIG:"IOUS BELIEFS ALL COULD

TURN TO DIETY TOGETHNER EVEN THO SOME MIGHlI-11T OINILY LISTENI TO

'OTHERS PRAYER-,, WiE 11"1PLOR-01-E YOU TO CORRECT THIS Ofi 1ISS ION' AT

SOi8 E ~Q U E T MEETE I 1O, 1 .SF THE COFT-I E rICE
~.J LOUIS CA1!JP5-tELL AN[,D CAY CAMP}DELL 20011 I MO0NfICA-w

2)0()1, At
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STEPHEN B. GRONER
Founder

EARL J. CRAIG, President
264 W. Caitbrop Ave.

KENNETH D. LAWSON, 1st Vice-President
306 Colln Ave., Fayetteville, N. Y.

HARRY 3. CLANCY, 2nd Vice-President
115 Malcolm St.

LLOYD C. WHEELER, Recording Secretary
345 W. 'Jefferson St.

DR.,C. M. RYAN, Corresponding Secretary
University Building

EDWARD K. IVES, Treasurer
312 Euclid Ave.

GIDEON COLVIN, Registrar
232 W. Corning Ave.

LEE C. KOIILER, Extension Secretary and
Religious Coc

211 Kirk Ave.

DIRECTORS
A. K.CARTER
W. W. CHIPMAN

E. J. MERRIAM

W.. R. WALKER

Christian Business Mens'Club
Y. M. C. A. BUILDING
340 Montgomery Street

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

May 1, 1945.

To The United Nations Confdrence,
San Francisco, California.

Honorable Sirs:

It i~s reported that the opening session of' the
Conference omitted prayer to God for His guidance
in your deliberations.

Surprise and sincere disappointment have been ex-
pressed by Christian people because of' this omis-
sion, for it was a foregone conclusion on their
part that Divine help would be sought in the mo-
mentous questions to be solved at the Conference;
in fact expressions in the Press and by individ-
uals have *emphasized the importance of Christian
principles being necessary to achieve lasting peace.

The Christian Business Mens' Club of Syracuse, New
York, fear that in the failure to pBtition the
throne of God for His presence and guidance in work-t
ing out the great problems confronting you the suc-
cess of the Conference will not be met; and we re-
spectfully and earnestly urge that your sessions

be openoed with prayer, believing that representa-tvs of nations having other religions than ours,
but, nevertheless worshiping In their own ways,
will not be obstructive in this serious matter.

We believe in the saying,viz., "Prayer Changes
Things"t . The highest intelligence for human
means needs a higher intelligence to work out
Intricate problems, and upon the results of your
decisions depends the welfare of the world.

Adopted at a meeting of this organization on
April 26, 1945.

CHRISTIAN BUSINESS MENS' CLUB OF
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

COM1 TTEE.
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May 1$ 1945.

Mr. Ohu, Ting-Wing,$ Presidentp,
Mr. Lewis Kung Mabr, Executilve Secretary,

Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association$,
16 Mott Street,#

NewYork, New York.

Sire:.

It-is with pleasure that I have received your
letter of April 25, 1945., expressing on behalf of
the Chineke Cummunity or Now York your good wishes
for the United Nations Conference on International
Organization,

'The interest of your community in the important
work and success of the Conference is gratifying,,
am particularly glad to receive from the Chinese
Conisolidated B3enevolent Association as representative
of all-Chinese groups this pledge of full support of
the tar-reaching decisions that will be made at the
Conference,

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary General:*

T. T.AMc~rosky
Information Officer

IS IOOelNE:I



ZýEL. WORTH 2-6984

CHINESE CONSOLIDATED BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION

16 MOTT STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y., U. S. A.

April 25th, 1945

United Nations Conference of International Organization,

San Francisco, Calif.

Honorable Delegates:

On behalf of the Chinese Community of New York, we wish to

extend our heartiest felicitations to the United Nations Conference

of International Organization. The people of the entire world

know how much the Conference means to them when it is held at the

momentous time that the Allied forces in Europe have reached Berlin

and our final victory in the Par East is also in sight. We sincerely

hope that the Conference will be successful in achieving, once and

for all, the world security and enduring peace for which China,

along with her Allies, has fought and sacrificed millions of lives.

About a year and a half ago, the late President Roosevelt,

Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek and Prime Minister Churchill me at

Cairo, where decisions of paramount importance, concerning the

post-war security of Asia, were made. It was stated that "Japan

shall be stripped of all the islands in the Pacific which she has

seized or occupied since the beginning of the first world war in

1914, and that all the territories Japan has stolen from the

Chinese, such as Manchuria, Formosa and the Pescadores, shall be

restored to the Republic of China." We are sure that the Cairo

decisions is supported and acclaimed by all the United Nations



*,T EL. WORTH 2-6984

CHINESE CONSOLIDATED BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION
16 MOTT STREET

NEW YORK. N. Y.. U. S. A.

(Two)

and it will be put into effect as one of the outstanding achieve-

ments of our-common victory.

For the purpose of reaching the goal of world security and

peace, we sincerely pledge our full support to the far-reaching

decisions of the Conference and the best of our good wishes for

its success*

Yfost respectfully yours,

Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association,

Representative of all Chinese Groups.

Chu ýing-Wing, President.
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April 30,, 1945.

My dear. Mr.' Cadwal lader:

Your letter ofApril1 23, 1946,0
addressed to the United Nations Con-
ference on International Organization
has 'been received.

I assure you that your ezpreeeion
of'interest and encouragement Is greatly
appreciated.

Sincerely yours.,

FPor''the Secretary General:

To To. 1'.4orosky
Information officer

Mr. -John R.'Cadwalladers,
Room 3,30,p Ford Roteh,,

"£rie, Pennsylvaniav,

X6 tCPCsn4rMel:HSN



April 23, 1945.
Room. 330,.
Ford Hotel,
Erie, Pennsylvania.

To the United N'ations Conference
on International Organization,
San Francisco, California*

This message is to encourage those who
might find themselves to be retardists.--

the Ckhistian peoples of this Earth earn-
estly pray that you will organize to
preserve our felloweraft na+tioiality--

herein a just God may be omnipotent
to the intelligent, far reaching individual.

Thanking you, sincerely,

gon4ýCdalde'_r(ý

A\PR 217 IOJ45



April 26,0 l945*

My- dear Mr* Chuf

I acknowledge the receipt of 'your telegram
of April 24, 1945, pledging the Lull support of
the ChInese Consolidated Benevolent Association
of New Yorkc to the decisions of the Conference*

The establishnent of a general international
org anisAtion that has for Its objective the main-
tehance of peace and security for all peoples
constitutes a grave task, a~nd it is heartening to
know Of the support of Individuals end organizations
in theo work that, lies- ahead.

Please be assured that'your wishes for the
success of the Conference are greatly appreciated.

Sincerely yours.,

For the Secretary General:

T1. T* MoCroeky
Information Officer

Mr. Chui Tino Wing,* Obaiermag,
Chinese Consolidated Benevolent

Associatio-n -of New York$,
New York,' New York.
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UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE OF INTERNATI'ONAL ORGANIZATION=

CN=

THE PEOPLE OF, -THE ENTIRE WORLD KNOW HOW MUCH THE CONFERENCEI,

MAEANS TO THEM WHEN IT IS HELD AT THE MOMENTOUS TIME THAT THE

,ALL I`ED FORCE S IN EUROPE ARE REACH ING BERLI-N AND, OUR FINAL

VICTORY I IN THE FAR EAST I.S ALSO IN SIGHTo WE SINCERELY HOPE

THAT THE CONFERENCE WILL BE SUCCESSFUL 1N ACHIEVING* ONCE

AND 'FOR ALL-, THE WORLD SECURITY AND ENDURING PEACE FOR WHICH-

CHINA, ALONG WITH HER ALLIES, HAS FOUGHT AND SACRIFICED

MIlLLI ONS OF L I VES~i

I ABOUT A YEAR AND A HALF AGO, 'THE LATE PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT-*

GENERAL 'ISSIMO CHIANG. KAI'-SHEI( AND PRIME MINISTER CHURCHILL

MET AT CAIRO-, WH E RE DECIS'IONS OF PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE.

-CONCERNING THE POST-WAR SECURI TY OF ASIA, WERE MADE,-i IT

WAS STATED; THAT "J APA N SHALL BE STRIPPED OF ALL THE ISLANDS

IN4 THE PACIFIC WHICH SHE HAS SEIZED OR OCCUPIED SINCE THE

BEGI1NNINGOF THE FIR.ST WORLD WAR IN 1914 AN'D THAT ALL THE

TERRITORIES JAPAN HAS STOLEN THE CHINESE ,SUCH AS MANCHURI1A__

FORMOSA AND THE PESCADORESp SHALL BE RESTORED TO- THE _REPUBLI1C

O iF CHINA-* WE ARE .SURE THAT THE CAIRO DECI'SIONS IS ~

SUPPORTED AND ACCLAIMED BY ALL THE UNITED NATIONS AND IT WILL_

*BE PUT INTO EFFECT AS ONE OF THE OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS OF-

END Ii

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE
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ci F.OR THE PURPOSE OF EACH.I NG THE GOAL OF WORLD SECURITY AND

PEACE.* WE SI-NCERELY PLEDGE OUR FULL SUPPORT TO THE
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Thomas H. Matlony
Chairman
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,MASSACHUSETTS COMMITTEE FOR WORLD FEDERATION
9 PARK STREET, BOSTON 8, MASS.

WAayette 4375

ECOMMITTEE ELIZABETH CADlY
Executive Secretary
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Mrs. W. 0. B. Little

Co-Chairman

Conrad Hobbs
Treasurer April 27, 1945

Aram Bashian

William F. Billingsley

Mrs. Richard T. Fisher

Victor A. Friend

Reverend Bradford E. Gale

Mrs. Harold H. Given

Henry 1. Harriman

Richard B. Hobart

H. Weston Howe

Mrs. Sanford Lawton

Reverend Donald G. Lothrop

Professor John J. Mahoney
Charles Maliotis

Frederic W. Patch

1. Garrett Patteson

Leland Powers

Stuart C. Rand

Reverend Paul T. Shultz, Jr.

Mrs. David M. Small

S. Warren Sturgis

Mrs. Edgar Tregoning

Sydna White

Mr.f~ Alger Hiss
Veterans Building
San Francisco, California

Dear Mr. Hiss:

Wle have received word from Mr. Warren Keichner in
Washington that you are printing a list of all the delegates
to the United Nations Conference.

We should be very grateful if you would kindly
send us the printed list of all the delegates just as soon
as possible. We should appreciate it also if you twill send
it airmail, and I enclose a stamp.

Very truly yours,

Elizabeth Cady
Executive Secretary
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Advisory Board
MASSACHUSETTS COMMITTEE for WORLD FEDERATION

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas P. Adams
Mrs. K~irke L. Alexander
Mrs. George M. Allen
Marion Anderson
Lt. Samuel G. Atkinson
Mrs. W. Scott Austin
Reverend Clarence F. Avey
Mr. and Mrs. Roland M. Baker
Professor Buhl J. Bartlett
Gordon D. Boynton
Basil Brewer
judge Lawrence G. Brooks
Reverend Raymond Calkins
Russell Gordon Carter
Mrs. D. H. Childs
Mr. and Mrs. John Cadman
lock 0. Cohen
General Charles H. Cole
George W. Coleman
Hon. Charles H. Cooke
Professor Julian L. Coolidge
Hon. George Chauncey Cousens
Courtenay Cracker
President and Mrs. Herbert Davis
Mrs. Lawrence G. Dodge
William A. Dole, Jr.
Hon. Ernest W. Dullen
Reverend Frederick May Eliot
Mrs. Albert Farnsworth

S. Prescott Fay
Reverend Stanley Ross Fisher
Michael A. Fredo
Reverend Philip L. Frick
Professor Carl J. Friedrich
Mr. and Mrs. Raynor M. Gardiner
John E. Gill
Lucy D. Gillett
Jos6 A. Gadoy
Mrs. Malcolm Grssn
Han. Frederick C. Haigis'
.President Rozwell.G. Ham
John E. Hannigan
Arthur,V. Harper
Professor Henry W. Holmes
M. A. DeWolfe Howe
Hon. Edward A. Hutchinson, Jr.
Hon. Thomas H. Johnston
Mrs. John H. K~imball
Professor Hans Kahn
Rabhi Joshua L. Liebman
Mrs. Calmn MacDonald
Hon. Ralph C. Mahar
Fanis Malauf
Hon. Joseph Margalis
Professor Kirtley F, Mother
John Mclaren
Mrs. Rose Norwood

Frank H. Nayes
P. A. O'Connell
Reverend Phillipg E. Osgood
Dr. Robert B. Osgood
Robert Treat Paine
Thomas Pappas
Cornelius A. Parker
Hofn. George W. Porter
Mrs. J. Stanley Pratt
Mrs. Robert A. Reynolds
Arthur J. Ryan
Joseph A. Salerno
Reverend Maxwell Savage
Reverend Roland D. Sawyer
Mrs. W. Fairbanks Sawyer, Jr.
Professor Frederick L. Schuman
Professor Warren A. Seavey
Hon. A. John Serino
Mrs. J. Verity Smith
Hon. Margaret L. Spear
Professor Eugene Staley
Jo~eph Talamo
Professor Jessie M. Tatlock
Morris R. Taylor
Lucius E. Thayer
Mary Gordon Thompson
Reverend Cornelius P. Trowbridge
Mrs. Gertrude L. Winslow
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